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Abstract

This dissertation focuses on collective forms or organizing that through crowds or communities undertake production or innovation activities. Such organizations deviate from the traditional notions of hierarchy, authority, and control; however, they are still able to engage in production and innovation activities, directly competing with bureaucratic organizations. Specifically, this dissertation focuses on communities for production and crowds for innovation, adopting different theoretical angles.

The first chapter of this thesis introduces the concept of collective organizations for innovation and production. I present a framework that comprises both traditional and modern collective organizations, such as producer cooperatives, user communities, crowdsourcing, and the most recent distributed ledgers, the base of cryptocurrencies.

Chapter two and three concentrates on communities for production, more specifically, on the producer cooperatives’ cooperative-commercial hybrid nature. While chapter two focuses on the influence of organizational hybridity on market strategies and competitive behavior; chapter three analyzes the conditions under which hybrid organizations affect market competitive dynamics and institutions. These chapters speak not only to the literature on communities for production but also to other hybrid organizations, which instantiate different and potentially conflicting logics under the same organizational roof.

Chapter four (with Gianluigi Viscusi and Christopher Tucci) focuses on crowds for innovation, investigating the differences between crowds and communities, and the various types of crowds’ governance modes—crowd-driven, crowd-based, and crowded. This chapter not only defines what is a crowd organization but also provides guidelines about how firms can govern crowds for knowledge generativity—spontaneous innovation.

Keywords: collective organizations, crowd organizations, hybrid organizations, organizational theory, institutional theory, innovation management, and competitive dynamics.
Résumé

Cette thèse explore les organisations collectives qui innovent ou produisent au travers de communautés ou crowds. Ces formes d'organisations se distinguent des notions traditionnelles de bureaucratie, d'autorité et de centralisation. Néanmoins, elles restent compétitives tout en entreprenant des activités généralement prodiguées par des entreprises bureaucratiques. Plus précisément, cette thèse traite de la production par les communautés et l’innovation par les crowds sous différentes approches théoriques.

Le chapitre un est une introduction au concept d’organisations collectives pour l’innovation et la production. Un framework est présenté afin de décrire les organisations collectives traditionnelles et modernes. Que ce soit des coopératives de producteurs, à des communautés d’utilisateurs en ligne, au plus récentes appelées distributed transaction ledgers qui sont la base de la cryptocurrency.

Les chapitres deux et trois se concentrent sur la production par des communautés, plus précisément, sur la nature hybride, coopérative-commerciale, des coopératives de producteurs. Alors que le chapitre deux analyse comment l'hybridité organisationnelle influence les stratégies du marché et le comportement concurrentiel. Le chapitre trois se concentre sur les conditions et facteurs que des organisations hybrides peuvent exploiter afin d’influencer la compétitivité du marché et les institutions. Ces chapitres parlent non seulement d’organisations qui ont des objectifs coopératifs et commerciaux, mais aussi des organisations hybrides qui ont des logiques différentes et potentiellement conflictuelles sous le même toit organisationnel.

Le chapitre quatre (avec Gianluigi Viscusi et Christopher Tucci) traite de l’innovation par le crowd et ses différences avec les communautés en ligne. Puis, des modes de gouvernances sont définis dans la gestion du crowd pour l’innovation. Ainsi, ce chapitre apporte une définition aux crowd organisations, mais également fournit des directives pour gouverner l’innovation spontanée grâce au crowd.

Mots-clés: organisations collectives, organisations de foules, organisations hybrides, théorie organisationnelle, théorie institutionnelle, gestion de l’innovation et dynamique concurrential
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Chapter 1 Introduction to Collective Forms of Organizing

More than 20 years ago, Daft and Lewin (1993) expressed their concern about the risk of obsolescence of organizational theory. The reality nowadays may not be that different. Existing approaches did not adapt to the fundamental changes that occurred in organizational forms and managerial practices since the last quarter of the 20th century (Walsh, Meyer, and Schoonhoven 2006). Amongst these new forms of organizing, there are crowds and communities, which are some of the most under-studied populations in the organizational field (Chiles, Meyer, and Hench 2004).

The development of communication and information technologies enhanced the proliferation of organized online crowds and communities. Such collectives can undertake production and innovation activities outside the limits of the firm (Afuah and Tucci 2012; Jeppesen and Frederiksen 2006). In these organizations, concepts as peer-control, disaggregation, task self-selection, and virtual collaboration are replacing the traditional notions of bureaucratic control, top-down monitoring, and formal contracts, reshaping organizations as we know them (Daft and Lewin 1993; Walsh, Meyer, and Schoonhoven 2006).

Nowadays, the rise of crowds and communities is often connected with the development of information and communication technologies (see Baldwin and von Hippel 2011; Jeppesen and Frederiksen 2006; Tucci and Viscusi 2015). However, the phenomenon of people getting together to perform an activity is not new. In the past, people have done it but in different manners. For example, what would be the offline analog to Wikipedia? People would physically collect articles or books in a library, adding them to the library collection. How is this organization different from producer cooperatives where each member provides the raw material to run a production facility? Fundamentally, cooperatives are the traditional offline version of these now emergent online communities and crowds. While in a production economy, collective forms of organizing focused on production activities, as is the case of producer and consumer cooperatives (Sexton and Iskow, 1988; Kenworthy 1995; Hicks and Kenworthy, 1998; Cook, 1995); in a knowledge economy, collective forms focus on
aggregating and developing knowledge, as is the case of user communities and crowdsourcing activities. In this dissertation, I focus on a subset of these “collective organizations” that populate our modern societies. Specifically, I investigate both traditional producer cooperatives and contemporary online crowds, adopting different angles and theoretical perspectives.

1.1 Collective organizations framework

Collective forms are organizations that through crowds’ or communities’ collective behavior engage in production or innovation activities. In the following paragraphs, I further define the collectives and the activities of such organizations, providing a framework.

Communities and crowds are two different types of collectives that present distinctive characteristics and dynamics. A crowd is a large gathering of serial and heterogeneous individuals with a shared goal (Le Bon 1896; Lang and Lang 1968; Marshall 1998; Sartre 1960; Viscusi and Tucci 2015). Since crowds occur in physical or virtual public domains, individuals who share the same goal can easily join it. In this way, crowds can achieve high or even unlimited growth rates; however, they can also dissipate quickly as soon as the crowd attains the goal (Viscusi and Tucci, 2015; Lang and Lang, 1968; Canetti, 1962). Communities are collectives of homogeneous individuals that share the same goals, norms, values, and beliefs (Adler 2015; Young 1994). People in communities tend to nurture a sense of belonging and develop dense interpersonal ties, based on stable identities (Adler 2015; Clark, 1973; Hillery 1955; Wellman 1979). In this case, the barriers to entry are higher, growth rates more limited, and boundaries more stable than in crowds. Due to these differences, the way that crowds and communities produce or innovate also differs.

The increasing attention dedicated to these collectives is due to their ability to conduct production and innovation activities beyond the frontiers of the firm (see Adler 2015; Boudreau and Lakhani 2009; Henkel and Hippel 2004; Jeppesen and Frederiksen 2006). On the one side, production activities entail a physical or virtual process to manufacture a product or a service for consumption. In such activities, the input and the output are standardized, tangible, and quantifiable. On the other side, innovation entails knowledge creation, which results from linkages between components and methods that might integrate products, services, or processes in the future (Afuah 1998), being more intangible and difficult to quantify.

---

1 Serial means that members are interchangeable—their order of participation is irrelevant (Sartre, 1960; Viscusi and Tucci, 2015)—, and anonymous.
The following framework comprises the dimensions collectives, crowds and communities, and activities, production or innovation, capturing the different types of collective organizations (see Figure 1:1).

![Figure 1:1 Collective organizations framework](image)

Producer cooperatives are the most representative case of communities for production. Traditional producer cooperatives entail collectives of individuals that usually cohabit in the same area and share common economic, social, and cultural goals (ICA 2014). To achieve such goals, cooperative members pool standardized resources in a centralized structure, engaging into production activities of consumable products or services (Shaffer 1987; ICA 2014; Normak 1996; Bijman 2007). For example, in dairy producer cooperatives, one of the most common types of cooperatives, members aggregate their milk productions in a centralized facility dedicated to producing dairy products for consumption.

Regarding communities for innovation, the most illustrative example is user communities. Such communities are ‘places’ where users with similar needs, problems, or interests can interact, exchange, and build knowledge (Jeppesen and Frederiksen 2006; Preece 2000; Tardini and Cantoni 2005). Therefore, user communities are usually suitable grounds to share information, receive feedback, and disseminate innovations (Lee and Cole 2003; West and Lakhani 2008). Lego’s ReBrick is an example of such communities. In this online platform, passionate Lego fans suggest innovative sets and also vote for the most impressive games, being a valuable source of innovation for the Lego Group (Hienerth, Lettl, and Keinz 2014).

Distributed ledgers illustrate well the concept of crowds for production. Distributed ledgers comprise a collective of anonymous and dispersed members, known as “miners,” where members adhere to a protocol for validating blocks of transactions, based on a peer-to-peer mechanism. The output of this crowd of “miners” is a standardized service for individuals or
firms that aim at concluding a transaction. For example, the blockchain, the primary technology for cryptocurrencies, is an openly distributed ledger that record anonymously and permanently transactions amongst parties. In this case, the crowd of “miners” adheres to a protocol, and through their CPUs capacity, they validate and verify the transactions.

In **crowds for innovation**, more specifically crowdsourcing for innovation, the collective answers to an open call to perform tasks or activities (Afuah and Tucci, 2012). In this case, the crowd is an aggregation of more or less heterogeneous individuals (Estélles-Arolas and Ladron-de-Guevara 2012) located across a multitude of places (Afuah and Tucci, 2012). Innocentive is an example of a platform that manages crowds for innovation. This innovation intermediary helps companies to access crowds’ knowledge to solve problems innovatively (Viscusi and Tucci 2015).

In this thesis, I focus primarily on communities for production—producer cooperatives—and crowds for innovation—crowd organizations. Despite the extensive literature on cooperatives’ governance form and economic nature (Cook and Chaddad 2004; Hansmann 1999; Karantininis 2007; Ménard 2007), very little is known about how their cooperative-commercial hybrid nature affects their competitiveness and the competitive dynamics of the markets in which they operate. Chapter two and three of this dissertation focus on these research questions, contributing to the literature on cooperatives, institutional theory, and competitive dynamics.

Chapter four focus on crowds for innovation. While there is a stream of research that focuses on communities for innovation (Baldwin and von Hippel 2011; Jeppesen and Frederiksen 2006; Lettl, Herstatt, and Gemuenden 2006), fewer are the studies focusing on crowds for innovation. Studies on this literature stream concentrate more on crowdsourcing activities, vaguely defining crowds, and rarely addressing the governance modes to access their knowledge (Brabham 2013; Wexler 2011). Chapter four speaks to these omissions, focusing on the differences between online crowds and communities, and on the governance modes to organize crowds for innovation. This same chapter contributes to the literature on crowdsourcing, organizational forms, and innovation management.

In the following section, I present more detailed summaries of the chapters that compose this dissertation.
1.2 Structure and contributions

In chapter two, I focus on communities for production, investigating whether—and if so, how—producer cooperatives’ hybrid nature influences market strategies and competitive behavior. Following a comparative case study design, this chapter compares and contrasts the market strategies and competitive behavior of a hybrid organization—a Producer Cooperative that instantiates both cooperative and commercial logics—and a similar non-hybrid organization. The results reveal that hybrids that instantiate conflicting logics may experience a strategy lock-in, meaning that different logics prescribe different strategies, leading to dual market strategies. The results also suggest that despite this, hybrids can manage to be aggressive competitors vis-à-vis non-hybrids, relying on soft decoupling mechanisms. Such mechanisms use symbolic competitive moves as a flexible and reversible way of signaling conformity to commercial constituents in order to gain credibility and reputation. This paper fosters our knowledge about cooperatives and hybrid organizations in general, analyzing the role of institutional forces in shaping organizations’ strategic choices.


Chapter three also investigates communities for production, adopting a competitive dynamic perspective. In this study, I analyze how and under which conditions cooperative-commercial hybrid organizations influence the competitive dynamics and institutions of the markets in which they operate. The methodology follows a qualitative multi-case study design in the context of the São Miguel dairy market, where hybrids and non-hybrids have been competing for more than 60 years. The results show that hybrids due to their instantiated logics tend to display a competitive behavior that deviates from the non-hybrids’ one. Hybrid’s “atypical” behavior, when associated with a relevant market share, may increase market competition. Therefore, markets where hybrids and non-hybrid compete may present higher competition levels than markets with similar structure and characteristics but where all players display a similar behavior. I refer to this effect as a competitive microcosm. The results also reveal that hybrids have higher incentives to defy market institutions when such institutions clash with hybrids’ endorsed logics. In these situations market power function as a mechanism to trigger institutional change. This paper adds to the literature on cooperatives influence on competition, and also on organizational responses to institutional complexity, bridging institutional and market levels of analysis.

- Pereira, Joana. 2017. Competing under Institutional Complexity: a Multi-case Study Design
Chapter four focuses on crowds for innovation, investigating the differences between online crowds and communities, and the governance modes that firms can apply to organize crowds (with Gianluigi Viscusi and Christopher L. Tucci). In this chapter, we define crowd organizations as made up of loosely-coupled, serial, and equally aligned agents that achieve their goals through emergent norms, thus, enacting generativity—the capacity for spontaneous innovation. We also propose a knowledge generativity frontier, which is a graphical representation of the inherent trade-off between the degree of governance centralization, and the crowd’s capacity for knowledge generativity. Based on that, we provide a framework with three main types of crowd organizations: crowd-driven, crowd-based, and crowded. This framework enhances our understanding of how firms or other external agents can strategically access crowd’s knowledge and capacity to generate innovation spontaneously. We also discuss the implications and risks of misunderstanding the type of crowd organization the firm aims to activate, and the impact on explorative/exploitative innovation outputs.


Each chapter of this dissertation is a stand-alone research paper; therefore, each chapter presents an introduction, literature review, methodology, results, and discussion.
Chapter 2   Organizational Hybridity
Influence on Market Strategies and
Competitive Behavior

2.1   Introduction

Cooperatives have been an important part of the global economy for more than 150 years (Karantininis 2007). In Europe, there are 250,000 cooperatives and 163 million cooperative members, which represent one-third of the EU population. Cooperatives constitute very significant market shares in several sectors, such as agriculture, banking, energy, and housing. For example, cooperatives’ market share represents 83% of the agriculture market in the Netherlands, 79% in Finland, and 55% in Italy (European Comission 2017; World Bank 2007). Despite the relevance of this organizational form in several sectors in developed economies (Hansmann 1999; Normak 1996), managerial researchers have dedicated little attention to this form.

Producer cooperatives are hybrid organizations in the sense that they respond to multiple internal and external institutional pressures, combining in the core of their activities aspects of different logics (see Battilana and Dorado 2010; Battilana and Lee 2014; Haveman and Rao 2006). The logics that producer cooperatives integrate are the cooperative logic that entails the principles of democracy, equality, and solidarity toward their members and communities; and the commercial logic that implies producing and selling products or services with an economic return. In increasingly pluralistic institutional environments, all organizations in a lower or higher degree need to adapt their responses to different and potentially conflicting demands imposed by multiple logics and constituents (Greenwood et al. 2011; Kraatz and Block 2008). Therefore, organizations that accommodate conflicting logics in the core of their activities, as producers cooperatives, are adequate cases to study how organizations respond

---

2 Institutional logics are socially established prescriptions that guide and shape actors’ actions in their activity settings (Friedland and Alford, 1991; Ocasio, 1997; Suddaby and Greenwood, 2005; Thornton, 2004).
to conflicting internal and external institutional pressures (Battilana and Dorado 2010; Dunn and Jones 2010; Jay 2013; Kraatz and Block 2008; Pache and Santos 2013; Reay and Hinings 2009).

Studies in the intersection of institutional and strategy theories defend that institutional environments influence organizations' strategic choices (Delmas and Toffel 2008; Friedland and Alford 1991; Greenwood et al. 2011; Hoffman 2001). For example, Delmas and Toffel (2008) focus on the adoption of environmental practices across multiple facilities; and Kostova and Roth (2002) study the adoption of quality control practices across multinational subsidiaries. Such studies focus on a particular practice across multiple locations, which constitute a limited representation of organizations’ strategic choices and institutional complexity. Such narrow approaches fail to provide a holistic perspective on how complex institutional environments shape organizations’ strategies and competitiveness (e.g., Delmas and Toffel 2008; Kostova and Roth 2002). Moreover, these studies assume that organizational fields present dominant logics, what constitutes a lean perspective on the complexity of institutional environments where organizations operate (Friedland and Alford 1991). Hoffman (2001) already called attention for the need to conduct in-depth case studies to understand holistically and vertically how institutions shape organizations strategies. This chapter answers this call through a comparative case study, where organizations that compete in the same field but face different institutional pressures—hybrid and non-hybrid—are compared and contrasted regarding market strategies and competitive behavior. This study, thus, investigates whether—and if so, how—organizational hybridity influences market strategies and competitive behavior.

The results of this comparative case study suggest that hybrid organizations that instantiate conflicting logics might experience a strategy-lock in, meaning that when different logics prescribe different strategies to follow, hybrids tend to present dual market strategies. For hybrids, favoring a particular strategy over the other means endorsing a specific logic over the other. Therefore, pursuing dual market strategies is also a mechanism to avoid mission drifts. The results also suggest that despite the strategy lock-in, hybrids can manage to be aggressive competitors vis-à-vis non-hybrids, relying on soft decoupling mechanisms. Such mechanisms use competitive moves as symbolic signals to show conformity to commercial constituents, as consumers and distributors.

This chapter fosters our knowledge on producer cooperatives, hybrids, and organizational answers to institutional complexity. Moreover, this study answers the call for more holistic
studies on the role of institutional forces in shaping organizations’ strategic choices (Hoffman 2001).

2.2 Literature Review

Institutional logics are “formal and informal rules of action, interaction, and interpretation that guide and constrain decision makers” (Thornton and Ocasio, 1999; p. 804). They define broader cultural templates that provide actors prescriptions about what constitutes an appropriate behavior (Friedland and Alford 1991; Thornton 2004). At the organization level, institutional logics are legitimate guidelines for action (Ocasio 1997; Thornton 2002). Thornton (2004) explained that once institutional logics achieve dominance, they “affect the decision of organizations … by focusing the attention of executives toward the set of issues and solutions that are consistent with the dominant logic and away from those issues and solutions that are not.” (p. 12–13). By bounding the range of legitimate actions, institutional logics constrain and guide organizations’ forms, practices, and strategic choices (Friedland and Alford 1991; Reay and Hinings 2005).

Institutional theory has been employed to understand questions of strategy, precisely the role of institutions in explaining similarities and differences in organization’s strategic choices (Delmas and Toffel 2008; Greenwood and Hinings 1996; Hambrick and Finkelstein 1995; Ingram and Simon 2000). For example, Delmas and Toffel (2008) show that the structure of the organizations is crucial to explain differences amongst managerial practices in response to institutional forces. Other scholars also show that trust and identity (Kostova and Roth 2002), structure of ownership (Goodrick and Salancik 1996), as well as geographic closeness to other organizations (Davis and Greve 1997) are other factors that explain differences amongst organizations’ responses to institutional pressures. While, on the one hand, such studies advance our knowledge about why and how organizational responses adapt to institutional pressures (Delmas and Toffel 2008), on the other hand, their narrow focus and underlying assumptions leave fundamental questions unanswered.

Studies in the intersection of strategic management and institutional theory tend to emphasize on the adoption of a single practice across multiple locations. For example, Delmas and Toffel (2008) focused on U.S. industry facilities implementation of the ISO 14001 compared to the adoption of other local environmental protocols.3 Similarly, Kostova and Roth (2002) focused

3 ISO 14001 is Environmental Management System Standard international protocol.
on quality control practices adoption across multinational subsidiaries across several countries. By reducing strategic choices to one single practice, such studies fail to understand not only the processes by which institutional environments influence organizations’ strategies from bottom to the top line of their activities, but also how complex institutional settings affect organizations competitiveness, market strategies, and competitive behaviors. Researchers already highlighted the importance of conducting in-depth case studies with small samples to understand holistically such mechanisms (Hoffman 2001). Additionally, such studies follow the assumption that institutional forces are unified inside organizational fields; consequently, each group of organizations operating in the same field/location should face the same institutional pressures. Therefore, to guarantee variance in institutional pressures, authors study practice adoption across different locations. The assumption that fields have dominant logics it is surprising since such studies advocate that they derivate from Friedland and Alford’s (1991) premise that organizational settings are formed by multiple logics and therefore to different and competing groups of institutional constituents. Such assumption fails to answer the question why organizations that operate in the same institutional field still present heterogeneous strategic choices (see Greenwood and Hinings 1996; Hambrick and Finkelstein 1995). Another interesting factor omitted in such literature (excepting in Greenwood et al. 2010; Lounsbury 2007) is the influence of non-market institutions on strategic choices, as is the case of family, religion, or cooperative logics (Greenwood et al. 2010).

The literature in the intersection of strategic management and institutional theory dedicated little attention to hybrid organizations. Such organizations accommodate different institutional logics and respond to diverse groups of constituents, each exhibiting different prescription about legitimate practices and strategic choices (Battilana and Dorado 2010; Battilana and Lee 2014; Haveman and Rao 2006; Hoffman 2001). This paper addresses these omissions through a comparative in-depth case study, investigating whether the presence of multiple institutional logics influences organizations’ competitive ability.

2.2.1 Hybrid organizations’ competitiveness

In increasingly pluralistic institutional environments, all organizations in a lower or higher degree need to adapt their responses to different and potentially conflicting demands imposed by multiple internal and external constituents (Greenwood et al. 2011; Kraatz and Block 2008). While individually, each logic offers a coherent set of prescriptions about the legitimate goals and means to pursue these goals, in combination different logics lead to incompatible guidelines and demands (D’Aunno, Sutton, and Price 1991; Oliver 1991; Scott...
However, for hybrid organizations, which instantiate different and potentially conflicting institutional logics within their core activities (Battilana and Dorado 2010; Battilana and Lee 2014; Haveman and Rao 2006), such adaptation presents constant internal and external challenges. This is the case for social enterprises, which mix elements of social and commercial logics in their goals, activities, structures, and strategies (Battilana and Lee 2014; Pache and Santos 2013). Other examples are public-private organizations (see Bruton et al. 2015; Jay 2013) or even producer and consumer cooperatives (Ashforth and Reingen 2014; Cornforth 2004; Schneiberg, King, and Smith 2008).

Researchers defend that the combination of conflicting logics carries unique challenges to organizations in responding to their institutional environments. Since hybrids combine elements from different logics, they are simultaneously sites of creativity and organizational innovation (Chen and O’Mahony 2007; Jay 2013; Reay and Hinings 2009), and also of extreme change and dispute (Battilana and Lee 2014; Greenwood et al. 2011; Kraatz and Block 2008).

Institutional tensions emerge not only from outside but also from inside the organization (Hoffman 2001). Ultimately, institutional logics are internally represented by people; this tends to create different groups that fight for dominance (Glynn 2000; Pache and Santos 2010; Heimer, 1999; Zilber, 2002). These subgroups hold competing expectations about appropriate organizational dimension such as mission, strategy, structure, amongst others (Besharov and Smith 2014; Glynn 2000), leading to a constant discussion over these dimensions. For example, on the Battilana and Dorado’s (2010) case of BancoSol, a microfinance organization that instantiates both banking and development logics, there were two separated groups formed by former bankers and social workers. Each group advocated goals and practices consistent with the logics they were embedded in. While bankers defended standardized administrative procedures, social workers wanted more flexible approaches to meet beneficiaries’ unique needs. Also Ashforth and Reingen (2014), in their case about a food cooperative, realized that its dual nature led to constant conflicts, debates, and spiraling emotions. Studies in organizational identity also highlight these inherent tensions. Such studies suggest that the combination of multiple identities under the same organizational roof leads to direct inter-personal conflicts, tensions (Besharov and Smith 2014; Glynn 2000; Pratt and Foreman 2000), and instability (Battilana and Lee 2014; Greenwood et al. 2011; Kraatz and Block 2008). Hybrids that serve different groups of constituents, as beneficiaries and consumers, face increased challenges regarding how to allocate limited resources amongst their activities and groups of constituents (see Battilana et al. 2015; Moizer and Tracey 2010). For example, in the case of producer cooperatives, they need to dedicate resources to their
beneficiaries, which are the producers/suppliers, but they also need to allocate resources to their commercial activities, since customers expect competitive price and quality (see Battilana et al. 2015). The expectation is, therefore, that those hybrids’ internal conflicts over organizational dimensions and resources allocation may constrain their competitiveness vis-à-vis purely commercial competitors that do not face this type of challenges.

2.2.2 Institutional complexity, market strategies, and competitive behavior

Hybrids are exposed to different logics and therefore to the inter-institutional inconsistencies that those logics present. Such exposure not only increases their awareness of alternative possibilities but also broadens the portfolio of options from which they can strategically select and combine elements (Pache and Santos 2013; Greenwood et al. 2011). In this sense, hybrids might also access a broader portfolio of strategies and competitive moves. Competitive moves are organizations’ detectable moves initiated to protect or increase competitive advantage (Smith et al. 1991, p.: 61). The sequence of competitive moves—*competitive repertoire*—ultimately characterize players’ market strategies (Smith and Ferrier 2001). Therefore, if hybrids access a broader portfolio of competitive moves from which they can combine and recombine elements, it is thus expected that they present different strategies from non-hybrids. Furthermore, Jay (2013) defended that hybrids merge goals and means of the logics that they instantiate, what leads to the emergence of new synthesized goals. Since goals require suitable strategies (Chaffee 1985), therefore, different goals may require different strategies. Also, Porter (1980) reinforced that firms with diverse origins and “personalities” may present different strategies. In the same fashion, Chen (1996) defended that organizations with different motivations sense different incentives and different perceptions about whether a particular move constitutes a gain or a loss. This line of reasoning sustains the argument that hybrid organizations might present different market strategies than non-hybrids; however, we are left with no clue about the extension and the nature of this difference, or even if the differences persist over time.

Organizations’ competitive behavior reflects how organizations compete, including actions or responses, or strategic or tactical moves. Competitive behavior is highly related to organizations’ access to resources (Chen 1996; Chen and Hambrick 1995; Ferrier 2001; Ferrier and Lee 2002; Ferrier, Smith, and Grimm 1999; Miller and Chen 1996). Organizations need resources to perform competitive moves (Ndofor, Sirmon, and He 2011), such as launch new products, new marketing campaigns, change the product/service price, etc. (Porter 1980). Still, some competitive moves are more resource intensive than others, as is the example of strategic moves that involve more rare and difficult to imitate resources, as opposing to
tactical moves that entail more general resources (Miller and Chen 1994; Porter 1980). In any case, every competitive move performed in the market requires resource investment; therefore, it is expected that organizations with more resources present higher competitive propensity (number of competitive moves) and also proactiveness (first mover) (Miller and Chen 1994). Scholars offer different visions regarding hybrids ability to access relevant resources. While some defend that hybrids are less efficient in obtaining critical resources because external constituents perceive them as risky (DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Meyer and Rowan 1977); others state that hybrids are more efficient in attracting resources since they speak to different audiences (Pache and Santos 2013). This literature lack of consensus leaves us with no clue about whether hybrids can present higher or lower competitive propensity and proactiveness when compared to non-hybrids.

This paper speaks to the discussion about whether the coexistence of various institutional logics influences organizations' ability to compete in the markets in which they operate. More specifically, how does the presence of multiple institutional logics influence organizations' market strategies and competitive behavior?

2.3 Methodology

This study follows a comparative multi-case study design where I compare and contrast the market strategies and competitive behavior of a hybrid and a non-hybrid during five years (from 2010 to 2014). Through the most-similar case sampling technique, I compare two cases that are similar in several aspects, except the variable of interest, which are the logics that the organizations instantiate (see Gerring 2007). This methodology is adequate to conduct exploratory studies that involve understudied complex social phenomena (Strauss and Corbin 1990; Yin 2009).

2.3.1 Empirical setting

The empirical setting is the dairy market of São Miguel, a Portuguese island. São Miguel dairy market represents 15% of the national milk production, being one of the biggest production areas of the country. In total, there are four main players operating in this market: a cooperative and three other private corporations. This market works as the following, the suppliers, who are milk producers sell their milk to one of the four players. These players, who possess industrial facilities, transform the milk into three main products: cheese, UHT milk, and butter. In the case of the Cooperative Union, the suppliers are also the members and
the owners of the cooperative. Dairy farmers can choose to which buyer they can sell their milk. The main deciding factors for suppliers encompass price of the milk, bonus for quality and quality, and physical proximity to the collection points. Dairy farmers can change buyer as they wish, the market is very flexible in this regard.

Three main reasons explain why this empirical context is suitable for such study. First, hybrid and non-hybrid organizations with similar activities and size compete side-by-side in this market, which allows direct comparisons between organizations. Second, the fact that the players operate in a quasi-isolated context makes it possible to assume that they are all exposed to the same conditions and external shocks, what reduces endogeneity. Finally, the dairy market in São Miguel is vital for the local economy and is also very competitive; both arguments contribute to the quantity and richness of the data.

2.3.2 Case selection

This study compares and contrasts two cases: the Cooperative Union and the Multinational Subsidiary. Both cases operate in the same location—São Miguel—; present similar size concerning sales, employees, and quantity of milk processed in their industrial facilities; and produce the same products (see Table 2:1). Despite these similarities, both players are different in the way they instantiate the institutional logics in their goals, activities, and structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figures</th>
<th>Cooperative Union</th>
<th>Multinational Subsidiary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foundation year</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales in millions(^a)</td>
<td>82,961</td>
<td>87,932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of employees(^a)</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of farmers</td>
<td>674</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk processed in their facilities (% of total milk of the island)(^a)</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Products (% of total production)(^a)</td>
<td>UHT milk (55%) Cheese, butter, others</td>
<td>UHT milk, Butter, others (10%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) 2014 data for Sales, Number of employees, Milk processed in their facilities and Main Products

Table 2:1 Cases description

The Cooperative Union is a hybrid organization since it instantiates both cooperative and commercial logics in its goals, activities, and structures (see Ashforth and Reingen 2014; Battilana et al. 2012; Schneiberg et al. 2008). The Cooperative Union goal is to maximize members’ benefits (cooperative logic) while being economically sustainable (commercial logic). To achieve such goal, the Cooperative Union buys milk from members/suppliers for the highest price possible to increase their benefits and sells products with competitive price
and quality to its consumers. Concerning internal structure, the Cooperative Union also blends commercial and cooperative logics throughout several dimensions. For example, regarding decision-making, the board can take a specific set of decisions, while the assembly democratically votes to the other set of subjects. Regarding board composition, three out of the four affiliates of the Cooperative Union board are farmers that alongside with their responsibilities on the cooperative also run their farms. The other member is a professional manager. Such dimensions show that both cooperative and commercial logics are imprinted in the Cooperative Union board and therefore on activities (see Battilana et al. 2015; Marquis and Tilesik 2013 for the role of social imprint on hybrids' social mission).

The Multinational Subsidiary endorses mainly commercial logics across such organizational dimensions. For example, its goal is to maximize profits, selling products with an economic return. Its structure is primarily hierarchical, and professional managers compose its board. The Multinational Subsidiary is a typical case of a purely commercial oriented organization.

2.3.3 Data Collection

This paper explores several data sources what allows for data validation and triangulation, which will provide a stronger basis for emerging constructs and relationships (Eisenhardt 1989; Yin 2009). The data sources are archival records, in-depth interviews, and other documentation (see Table 2:2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archival records</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-depth Interviews&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative Union&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multinational Subsidiary&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other players, field specialists, and producers</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Documents</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles from Specialized magazines</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firms reports, websites, own magazines, presentations</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others (presentations, spreadsheets, reports)</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> The interviews with the main players took on average 50 minutes. <sup>b</sup> I interviewed the Cooperative Union board members and department directors, and also two presidents of 1st tier cooperatives that are part of the Union. <sup>c</sup> The interviews were conducted with the Industrial directors, milk collection director, marketing director, and also with the presidents of the two small cooperatives that supplies the Multinational Subsidiary.

Table 2:2 Data sources

Archival records. The archival records contain local press articles about the studied phenomenon from 2010 to 2014. This period represents a stable phase in this market, meaning that not very strong external shocks occurred, which makes it suitable to investigate such
research question. The directors of the local newspapers authorized a direct search in their databases for the following words: players’ names, brands that they produce, and other keywords such as agriculture, cheese, milk, butter, powdered milk, milk price, private labels. After scrutiny of the searching results, I selected and coded 430 articles.

**In-depth Interviews.** The interviews encompass open-ended and follow-up questions, following a semi-fixed protocol (Spradley 1979) (see Table 2:3). The interviews with the main market players were fully transcribed and coded. In total, I conducted 45 interviews with the main players, field experts, farmers and other cooperatives⁴ (see Table 2:2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Firms history (foundation, mission, main events);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Governance structure (ownership, structure, decision-making);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Strategy (strategic focus, competitive advantage);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Activities (products, production);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Value chain (producers, local market);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Competition (who are the competitors, competition intensity);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Clarification about specific competitive moves.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2:3 Interview Protocol

**Other documents.** I collected other documents from several sources. They encompass governmental studies, internal presentations, firms’ websites, product portfolios, balance sheets, local specialized magazines (issued by the local Agriculture Associations), and quantitative data from local and international institutions databases (INE, SREIA, European Milk Observatory). I analyzed and coded a total of 234 documents, images, videos, and spreadsheets (see Table 2:2).

I am aware that the archival data was conceived with other purposes than the ones of this study, meaning that it may omit relevant facts, and present reporting bias. Therefore, when the information was dubious or incomplete, I use the interviews to get more information about the events. However, the interviews are less reliable to record past events, and can also lead to reflexivity, response bias, and imprecisions due to poor recall. Still, interviews constitute a rich source of information, providing causal inference explanations. The interplay of these three data sources strengths the construct validity (Strauss and Corbin 1990; Yin 2009).

⁴ These cooperatives are 1ˢᵗ tier milk aggregators, it means that their principal activity is to collect milk from their members and sell it to the players with industrial facilities that can transform it into dairy products. Five 1ˢᵗ tier cooperatives form the Cooperative Union.
2.3.4 Data Coding

In the first stage, the goal is to characterize player’s market strategy. Therefore, the initial coding categories emerged through the interaction among the initial pilot study, the data collected (archival records, in-depth interviews, and other documents) and literature (see Miles and Huberman 1994; Strauss and Corbin 1990). Coding categories follow a descriptive fashion, where data is grouped into big categories, entailing little interpretation (Miles and Huberman 1994). Later on, I subdivided the main categories into sub-categories, which were more inferential and interpretative (see Miles and Huberman 1994).

The main author and a research assistant conducted the following procedure: first, the researchers independently coded a subset of the data and discussed the main and sub categories; second, they created a coding book with final categories and sub-categories; finally, they coded all data according to the coding book through the N-Vivo software. The main coding categories and sub-categories are:

**Consumer Market.** Information about the products (existing and new products), formats, sales, clients, marketing campaigns, distributors, distribution channels, changes in prices, new commercial agreements, private labels production, markets where they compete, etc. In this node is included all information about players’ strategic positioning on the consumer market (cost leadership, differentiation, etc.), and why they have this positioning.

**Factor Market.** Information about milk suppliers’ (cooperatives, number, characteristics, and contracts), collection points, relationships with other local players and suppliers, price strategy in the factor market, quality requirements, etc. This category is relevant because the raw material in this market represents 70% to 80% of the total cost structure of the players; therefore competitive moves on the factor market affect their competitive advantage. Additionally, since the Cooperative Union beneficiaries are the farmers/suppliers, every time it moves on this side of the market reveals its behavior towards beneficiaries, which is relevant for the study.

**Investments.** Information about investment either related to capacity increases, efficiency (energy and process), or new technologies. Since these investments in most of the cases affect both sides of the market, the factor and the consumer, we decided to code as a separate category.

**Organizational Dimensions.** Information about governance, structure, decision-making, goals, mission, and activities.
Background information. Information about shareholders, revenues, historical facts, and employees. This category also includes information about the creation and evolution of the business and product portfolio.

We also coded for external shocks. In this type of case study, the limits between phenomenon and empirical setting are not strongly delineated (Yin 2009), and this category functions as a control for spurious causal effects (see Gerring 2007). Contextual factors encompass new laws, competition rules, technological change, government regulations and deregulation, lobbies by third parties, milk commodity market prices at the national and international level, shocks in related industries that may affect the focal industry, and significant fluctuations in the capital market.

The second coding stage aims at describing how players compete in form. In other words, it focuses on players’ competitive behavior (Chen 1996; Chen and Hambrick 1995; Ferrier 2001; Ferrier and Lee 2002; Ferrier, Smith, and Grimm, 1999; Miller and Chen 1996; Smith et al. 1991). At this stage, the coding was inspired in a structured content analysis method (see Ndofor et al., 2011) through the following steps. First, I used the archival records and the in-depth interviews to identify player’s competitive moves chronologically. Such moves are specific and detectable competitive events taken in the attempt to attack or respond to competitors, as for example new products, price changes, new marketing campaign, investments, etc. (Porter 1980; Smith et al. 1991). It is impossible to examine every competitive move that happens within an organization. However, due to the importance of the dairy industry for the local economy and the extensive information existing about this industry, I can claim that I cover all players’ public, market-oriented decisions observed by consumers, competitors, and industry constituents. At this stage, I ended with a chronological list of all detectable competitive moves and related information. In the second step, the main author and the research assistant used a pre-designated coding structure to analyze the content of each competitive move, inspired by the literature of competitive dynamics (see Chen and MacMillan 1992; Ferrier, Smith, and Grimm 1999; Miller and Chen 1994; Smith et al. 1991). The competitive moves were coded accordingly with the following pre-structured dimensions:

Competitive moves typology. Pricing actions (price increasing, price decreasing), marketing campaigns, new product, new packaging, new commercial contracts, certifications, capacity investment, supplier contract, and signaling actions (see Chen and MacMillan 1992; Ferrier et al. 1999; Miller and Chen 1994; Smith et al. 1991).

Market orientation. The competitive moves were coded as factor market moves or as consumer market moves. The factor market moves are the ones related mainly to changes in
the raw milk price or supplier agreements, and the consumer market encompasses all sort of marketing moves (marketing campaigns, new commercial contracts, new products, etc.).

**Competitive propensity.** The competitive moves can be actions or responses. Players perform actions to increase their competitive advantage, and responses to a counter move in answer to an action of a competitor. When the text presented keywords that designate a response: “in responding to,” “in reacting to,” or “after x” the code was Reaction, otherwise Action (e.g., Chen, Smith, and Grimm 1992; Ferrier et al. 1999; Smith et al. 1991).

**Action’s strategic relevance.** Competitive actions can be strategic or tactical (Porter 1980; Smith et al. 1991). Strategic actions comprise the employment of particular and rare resources, being difficult to implement and reverse. They reflect a major long-term change in the business, a major and irreversible departure from industry norms, and are difficult to imitate (ex: capacity expansions, new product/service, alliances, mergers, and acquisitions, etc.). Tactical actions are short-term, fine-tune strategic moves that implicate general resources; they are easy to implement and imitate (ex: price changes or advertisement campaigns) (Miller and Chen 1994; Porter 1980; Smith et al. 1991).

**Response speed.** The elapsed time in days between an action and a response (Chen and MacMillan 1992; Smith et al. 1991). Specifically, response speed measures the number of days between the report in the newspapers of a specific action and respective responses (Chen and MacMillan 1992; Ferrier, Smith, and Grimm 1999; Smith et al. 1991).

In total, we detected and coded 123 competitive moves (see Table 2:4). It is important to highlight that the moves of the four players in the market were coded and included. It is important because of the coding action/response. For example, if we ignore a player, we would not be able to accurately code action or response, because an action could be a response to an action to the omitted player. The main author and a research assistant coded the competitive moves (Ndofor, Sirmon, and He 2011), presenting intercoder reliability of 0.93.⁵

⁵ The intercoder reliability is high because first, the code follows a structured fashion where the dimensions are pre-established; second, since the main author as asked clarifications about the players’ competitive moves during the interviews the data was complete and rich what lead to fewer doubts.
Table 2:4 Player’s competitive moves per market and type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cooperative Union</th>
<th>Multinational Subsidiary</th>
<th>Market Total*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consumer market</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certification</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial agreement</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing Campaign</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New product</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prize</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factor market</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk price adjustments</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producer contracts</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Investments</strong></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Market Total encompasses all competitive moves performed by the four players competing in this market

2.3.5 Data analysis

In a first phase of the data analysis, I performed a within-case analysis. I developed players’ competitive profile, encompassing their market strategies and competitive behavior. The analysis of the competitive behavior included competitive intensity (total number of competitive moves), proactiveness (total number of actions), responsiveness (total number of responses, likelihood of responding to a competitor’s action), strategic orientation (strategic relevance of the actions), and market orientation (consumer or factor market). Such approach allows for the emergence of the unique pattern of each case (Strauss and Corbin 1990). Furthermore, I applied explanation-building techniques to explore a set of causal links, which help to explain why and how players present such strategies and behavior.

In a second phase, I employed an in-depth comparative cross-case analysis, where I compared the patterns identified in the cases to analyze variations and similarities in their market strategies and competitive behavior (Eisenhardt 1989).

After the first draft of the analysis and results, I interviewed the players again. They confirmed the main results, complementing them with further details and anecdotes. Simultaneously, I compared the findings with the literature, entering in the dialogue between theory and data; at this stage, for example, I included the literature on reputation and signaling to illuminate our understanding of the patterns uncovered.
2.4 Results

2.4.1 Players’ market strategies

The Cooperative Union follows two main market strategies: the first focused on cost-leadership and the second on differentiation (see Porter 1991). The cost-leader product, UHT milk, represents 55% of the Cooperative Union’s production; while the cheese and butter, the differentiated products, represent 45%. The Multinational Subsidiary focuses mainly on differentiated products, cheese, which represents 90% of its production (see Table 2:1).

The Cooperative Union main business is the UHT milk, which represents 55% of its total production (see Table 2:1). The UHT packaged milk, when undifferentiated, is a commodity, which competition is based on lowering costs (see Porter 1991). In such low-cost segments, economies of scale are significant; this explains the Cooperative Union ambition to grow in scale (see Table 2:5 for quotes). Simultaneously, the Cooperative Union is also investing on a differentiation strategy through the diversification of their product portfolio toward branded differentiated products (see Porter 1991). From 2010 to 2014, the Cooperative Union has launched five new products and three new packaging under their brand umbrella (see Table 2:6). These products are considered high-value-added differentiated products. Some examples are new formats as cheese slices or butter cuvette, or gourmet and light versions of cheeses and butter.

---

6 UHT milk means ultra-high-temperature processed milk.
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### Player Quotes

**Cooperative Union**

- "Our main business is the UHT milk. We always believe that our strategy is the UHT milk, and we need to grow on the UHT milk. From this factory, leaves, every week, around 100 containers and this cannot be done by hand [referring the big investment on the full automatization of the UHT milk production line]". (Cooperative Union general manager)

- The cooperative is still accepting new members. The Cooperative is a growing Union that never says 'no' to new members. To maintain or even increase our activity and workforce sustainably, we need raw material. This is fundamental. (Cooperative Union President)

- I think the Cooperative needs to be updated and need to follow the market trends, trying to increase the value added of the products, find new markets, and invest in our Azorean brand. We cannot stay only in the regional and national market. (Cooperative Union board member)

**Multinational Subsidiary**

- "Our core product is the cheese, which is the product with higher-value added; it's the "noble" product. The other products, milk and butter, they are not main products, because other countries can produce them in large quantities at better prices." (Multinational Subsidiary industrial director)

- Our brand is the number one cheese seller in Portugal in the “flamengo” segment. Our goal is to defend this leadership through a strategy focused on sustainable value creation, which allows us to keep investing in the growth of our brand. (Multinational Subsidiary national CEO)

- Our strategy is a strategy of value creation. Our brand is a premium brand regarding price and value proposition in the market. Around 48% of the Portuguese families consume our cheese, meaning that half of the fridges in Portugal have our cheese inside. In the last year, we made some strategic adjustments to reinforce our current strategy, which is based on the communication of the origins of our brand. We want to reinforce what differentiates our brands from others in the market, which is the Azorean origin. (Multinational Subsidiary human resources director)

### Table 2:5 Player’s competitive Strategies Quotes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Cooperative Union</th>
<th>Multinational Subsidiary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Chocolate Milk (packaging)</td>
<td>Gourmet slices (product)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Four new functional kinds of milk (product)</td>
<td>Light Cheese -30% (product)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Butter in cuvettes (packaging)</td>
<td>Cheese slices for sandwiches (product)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Fruit Juice (packaging)</td>
<td>Grated cheese (product)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Light cheese (product)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gourmet slices (product)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Butter half salt (product)</td>
<td>Butter (product)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gourmet butter (product)</td>
<td>Cheese with fine herbs slices (product)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
more differentiated segments. Second, to compete in lower value-added segments players need to achieve economies of scale. Attending the fact that the island geography restricts the quantity of the milk produced; cost-leadership strategies based on economies of scale will be unviable in the medium-long term. Finally, the island insularity contributes to increased transportation costs, which constitutes a severe competitive disadvantage for the players operating in this market. These three reasons explain why differentiation is a trend in this market and all players are investing on it. However, despite this trend, the Cooperative Union is still pursuing a dual strategic orientation focused both on cost-leadership and differentiation. Why is the Cooperative Union pursuing a dual market strategy, while the market trend points towards a differentiation strategy?

2.4.1.1 Commercial goals and the differentiation strategy

To fulfill its mission, the Cooperative Union pursues a commercial activity, which constitutes its main source of revenue. Higher is the commercial activity performance; higher are the revenues and the benefits for the members, which is ultimately the Cooperative Union raison d’être. In this regard, the Cooperative Union might not be different from the Multinational Subsidiary, in the sense that the members are the shareholders that want to have profitability on their assets. The interviewees recall this relationship, defending that the Cooperative Union’s goal is to sell its products—UHT milk, cheese, and butter—in the “best way possible,” which means adding value to the products.

Our mission consists of collecting the milk from our members, sell it in the best way possible, and remunerate our members also in the best way possible. This is our mission, and we differ in that from other players. We indeed cannot have losses, because we need to have a sustainable business model, but our model focuses on increasing members’ remunerations, which is the reason why we exist. (Cooperative Union general manager)

We have launched innovative products during the last years to meet consumer needs and increase product value. How can we increase products value? If I sell the whole cheese, it is one price; if I slice it, I have increased the value of the cheese, since I also had to invest in a slicing machine. The sliced cheese arrives at your table with a different format and convenience; this increases the value of the product. This is just one example. (Cooperative Union board member)

In this context, selling products “in the best way possible” is intrinsically linked to high value-added products, which are the cheese based products. As exposed in the preceding section, the differentiation strategy is a trend in the market where the Cooperative Union operates. The intensification of the competition in the lower value-added segments, the geographic limitation, and the insularity competitive disadvantage, has contributed to the decrease in

---

São Miguel is located 1,360 km (850 miles) from its main market, the Portuguese mainland.
profitability of the lower value-added segments. Therefore, to succeed in its commercial activities and increase members’ benefits, the Cooperative Union needs to pursue a differentiation strategy, investing in high value-added products.

2.4.1.2 Cooperative principles and the cost-leadership strategy
Alongside the commercial goals, the Cooperative Union also pursues cooperative principles that simultaneously guide and constrain its activities. The most relevant principle is the “cannot say no.” This policy prevents the Cooperative Union both from refusing milk from members and also from dismissing members.

We could do it [reduce the number of suppliers/members], but we have here a strong social reason to not do it. We are a cooperative; we cannot dismiss our members. Another industry can do that easily, but we are a cooperative, and we need to maintain the cooperative principles. This is the reason we do not do that. For example, the situation that is happening now with the oversupply, all players in the region limited the production of the farmers, but we did not. [...] Our posture is related to our cooperative principles. (Cooperative Union general manager)

We present other difference [when compared to commercial organizations] that is important to highlight. When you have a business in carpentry, you buy the amount of pines and cedars that you need to build a certain amount of furniture. If you are not building furniture, you do not buy pines or cedars. We, as a cooperative, we cannot say to our members “dear friends, we have an oversupply, keep your milk, and in some months we talk again.” (Cooperative Union general manager)

The fact that the Cooperative Union cannot refuse milk or dismiss members limits its ability to adapt to the market seasonality. When there is undersupply of milk in the factor market, this is not a problem; however, the same does not hold when there is oversupply. When there is oversupply, the production increases and the prices decrease both in the factor and consumer markets. Such situation pushes the Cooperative Union to produce more UHT milk, which is the market segment more sensitive to prices and with higher turnover.

The dairy industry is volatile, there are months where things are going well, there is an undersupply of milk, and some months after happens the opposite situation and there is a massive oversupply of milk. We need to live with that. (Cooperative Union general manager)

The UHT milk is a product that we can sell faster in the crisis. If we decrease the price of the UHT milk, we can sell it faster. The cheese is not like this. The UHT milk presents a higher turnover. In the UHT milk segment, you decrease the price and you increase a lot the turnover, in the cheese is not the same because if you decrease the price, the turnover does not increase that much. Apparently, the consumer is more sensitive to the UHT milk price than to the cheese. (Cooperative Union board president)

The Cooperative Union enforcement of its cooperative principles leads to an oversupply problem. The solution to drain the milk surplus is to increase the production of low-value-

---

8 The milk factor market is seasonal in the island. During spring and summer there is usually an oversupply, and during fall and winter, there is an undersupply.
added products, which are more price sensitive and present higher turnovers. An alternative would be only to produce cheese, however, from the moment the Cooperative Union collects the milk to the time that they sell the cheese, there is an interval that varies from three to nine months. While the big dairy farmers would be able to wait for the remuneration, the small farmers would bankrupt by then. Therefore, the enforcement of the principles of solidarity and equality push the Cooperative Union towards a cost-leadership market strategy.

There are other cooperative principles such as the “benefit maximization” and the “equality” principles that also indirectly push the Cooperative Union towards a cost-leadership strategy. The Cooperative Union goal is not to maximize profits, but instead to maximize members’ benefits. The Cooperative Union transfers the operating margins to members through higher prices for their milk. In consequence, this transference will lower the profit, and consequently, the retained capital for further investments in differentiated strategies. Additionally, the Cooperative Union also enforces the cooperative principle of equality among members; meaning that it accepts members of all sizes, which increases quality control and milk collection costs. Such factor contributes to the cost increases and profit decreases and, therefore, limits the capital for investment.

Our goal is not the results; all companies want results, but what we want is to transfer value to the producers; it means increasing the value of the milk. Because if we have theirs politics (other players), or the one they want to have, we are the ones not allowing them. We would get good results at the end of the year, but this is not how we work. Our cooperative goal is to transfer the value for our members, and they can get more money and improve their lives. (Cooperative Union board member)

The Cooperative always pays the best price possible for the milk and always matches the consumer market with the production, and we transfer the results. Since in 2011 the markets were stable, we also maintained the prices in the factor market until we increase them in September. We always balance these two markets and also keep some margin for future factory investments. (Cooperative Union board president)

The comparison between the Cooperative Union and other competitors, mainly the Multinational Subsidiary, regarding access to resources was a recurrent topic during the interviews. More specifically, the interviewees highlighted their lack of resources to invest in extensive marketing campaigns, mainly TV ads, and also their product development strategies that rely mostly on internal resources, which also evidenced a lack of resources.

About marketing campaigns] Currently, we are present in all distributors. It is true that we do not have the resources to do as “A,” or “B,” or like “C,” they can have permanent TV ads.9 We do not have resources for that; we do muppies, for example. At the end of the day, what we do when we launch a product, or we want to promote a product, we focus on the
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9 Fictitious names
The Cooperative Union’s lack of resources limits their ability to invest in marketing and also in product development, which are the main drivers of a differentiation strategy (Porter 1980). This situation leads to a loop difficult to revert. Lower the level of resources to invest in differentiation strategy; more dependent the Cooperative Union is on cost-leadership strategies, which in return decreases, even more, its profits, and consequently its ability to retain resources for investment. This paradox is inherent to hybrids that address separate groups of beneficiaries and customers (see Battilana et al. 2015).

The evidence shows that the Cooperative Union’s cooperative principles push directly and indirectly for a cost-leadership strategy. On one side, the principle “cannot say no” contributes to an oversupply problem, leading to a focus on higher turnover segments (cost-leader). On the other side, its principles of “benefits maximization” and “equality” limits the Cooperative Union’s access to resources to invest in marketing campaigns or new product developments, which indirectly pushes it towards a cost-leadership strategy.

2.4.1.3 The strategy lock-in

While the commercial goals push towards a differentiation strategy, the cooperative principles push directly and indirectly for a cost-leadership strategy. When questioned about their strategic choices, the board members were clear about their preference for the differentiation strategy.

Where do we have added value, in cheese or milk? It is evident that it is in the cheese; cheese is way more valuable than milk. However, there is no market; we would sell all the cheese we could, and we would not produce UHT milk at all. See, what do we carry to Lisbon? It is water! Milk is like water. See, I go to Spain to get the packaging to bring it here; afterward, I carry it again with “water” inside. The milk is around 80%, 90% of water. At the end of the day, I am carrying water. When I am carrying cheese it is not the same thing; cheese is concentrated milk; however, to do that I need to have a market for it. (Cooperative Union general manager)

Our goal is always to increase products’ value added. The product that has the higher value added is the cheese; it also has the lower transportation cost. We work the market to sell as much cheese as we can, and the surplus goes to UHT milk. (…) Unfortunately, our growth is around 60%-40%, 60% for UHT milk and 40% for cheese. (Cooperative Union board president)
The goal of the Cooperative Union would be to focus only on cheese and related products, which tend to be the higher value-added product. However, since it cannot sell only cheese and at the same time it cannot reduce its operational size (due to the “cannot say no” principle), the Cooperative Union is forced to pursue both strategies. While it might be normal in other industries to follow simultaneously different market strategies, in this industry, this is not the elected approach for the reasons already cited.

At this point, it is possible to answer the question why the Cooperative Union is pursuing a dual market strategy, while similar players follow only one strategy. The Cooperative Union seeks simultaneously cost-leadership and differentiation strategies under the same brand umbrella because the different logics that it instantiates prescribe different strategic choices. In this way, the Cooperative Union is experiencing a strategy lock-in (see Arthur 1989), which means that an organization follows a particular strategy because conflicting internal logics (cooperative and commercial) are pushing it towards opposing strategic choices, which culminates in two different market strategies.10 Favoring one strategy over the other means endorsing one logic over the other. Therefore, pursuing dual strategic positioning is also a mechanism to avoid mission drifts (see Ebrahim, Battilana, and Mair 2014 for mission drift).

2.4.2 Players’ competitive behavior

The Cooperative Union and the Multinational Subsidiary competitive behavior regarding competitive intensity, proactiveness, and market orientation are overall similar; some differences are salient concerning strategic relevance and responsiveness.

The Multinational Subsidiary and the Cooperative Union performed respectively 40 and 37 competitive moves from 2010 to 2014 (see Table 2:4), as well as 31 and 33 actions. More specifically, the Cooperative Union was the first mover in 89% of the times it has moved in the market and the Multinational Subsidiary in 78% of the times (see Table 2:7). This result is consistent with the literature on competitive dynamics, in the sense that competitive intensity might be related to player’s size, small firms tend to perform fewer competitive moves, and large players tend to present more intense competitive activity (see Chen and Hambrick 1995). Additionally, these results also spark discussion whether hybrid organizations can be as competitive as similar non-hybrids. The fact that both players present similar competitive

10 Other schools of thought used the term lock-in. In economics, lock-in refers to when “increasing returns can cause the economy gradually to lock-in into an outcome not necessarily superior to alternatives” (Arthur 1989, p. 128). In finance literature, there is also the term capital gain lock-in effect, which reflects the desire to keep appreciated assets “to defer taxes on gains already accrued” (Auerbach 1991, p.167).
intensity and proactiveness means that the Cooperative Union was able to be very competitive, being able to attract resources effectively. Therefore, the results demonstrate that the Cooperative Union and the Multinational Subsidiary present a very similar competitive behavior regarding of intensity (total number of competitive moves) and proactiveness (first mover).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cooperative Union</th>
<th>Multinational Subsidiary</th>
<th>Market Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>37*</td>
<td>40*</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* In this table investments are considered action

Table 2:7 Players’ proactiveness and responsiveness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cooperative Union</th>
<th>Multinational Subsidiary</th>
<th>Market Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategic</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactical</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>33*</td>
<td>31*</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2:8 Actions strategic relevance per player

The results also show that the Cooperative Union and the Multinational Subsidiary competitive moves on the consumer market represent barely 2/3 of their total number of competitive moves (see Table 2:9). This result surprises because it is expected that the Cooperative Union present at least a balanced weight between factor market (which represent their beneficiaries and the cooperative logic) and consumer market (which represent their consumers and commercial logic) (see Battilana et al. 2015).

Regarding responsiveness, the Multinational Subsidiary is the most responsive player with the higher number of responses. The latter responded to 13% of the actions taken in this market, presenting 9 replies in total (see Table 2:10), while the Cooperative Union answered only to 6% of the actions taken in this market. However, the Multinational Subsidiary is the slowest respondent, taking on average 8 days to respond to competitors’ actions (see Table 2:10). These results articulate with the literature on competitive dynamics, in the sense that organizations with local decision-making and simpler hierarchies are faster in taking decisions than organizations highly hierarchical (Smith et al. 1991).
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### Table 2:9 Player’s market orientation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cooperative Union</th>
<th>Multinational Subsidiary</th>
<th>Market average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absolute</td>
<td>Relative</td>
<td>Absolute</td>
<td>Relative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>35*</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>39*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The total number of moves for the Cooperative is 35 because there are 2 investments that are not considered in this table, the happens in the for the Multinational Firm (1 investment), and Local firm and the (2 investments)*

### Table 2:10 Responsiveness measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cooperative Union</th>
<th>Multinational Subsidiary</th>
<th>Market average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood to respond to a competitor action</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response speed</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The competitive behavior analysis of the Cooperative Union and the Multinational Subsidiary reveals that both are indeed very similar regarding competitive propensity, market focus, and strategic relevance (see Figure 2:1). Attending the fact that the Cooperative Union presents different market strategies (cost-leadership and differentiation) and organizational form (hybrid) compared to the Multinational Subsidiary, such similarities are at best intriguing.

**Competitive propensity**

**Market focus**

**Strategic relevance**

*Figure 2:1 Chronological representation of player’s competitive moves*

a) New product; b) Marketing campaign; c) Commercial agreement; f) Producer contract; g) Certifications; h) Milk price adjustments
It is indeed surprising that the Cooperative Union’s competitive behavior focuses more on the consumer market than on the producer one, which represents its beneficiaries. This result is even more surprising considering that during the interviews expressions such as “the members are our reason to exist,” “our main goal is to serve our members” or even “we are not like private corporations” were a constant. One might argue that this disproportional focus on the consumer market is a signal of mission drift (see Ebrahim, Battilana, and Mair 2014). The Cooperative Union might be privileging the group of constituents that provide revenues (consumers) over beneficiaries (members) (see Battilana et al. 2015; Oliver 1991).

Assessing whether there is mission drift is a difficult task; however, there is evidence that the Cooperative Union has maintained a balance between its cooperative and commercial logics. First, the conflicting logics that the Cooperative Union instantiates are reflected in its market strategies, as exposed in the earlier section. Second, the Cooperative Union is the market player that better remunerates its suppliers/members, what reinforces its focus on the beneficiaries. Third, the Cooperative Union board is unbalanced towards cooperative board representatives, what also enhances its cooperative logic imprinting and orientation (Battilana et al. 2015). \[11\] If we are not in front of a mission drift, this means that regarding competitive behavior the Cooperative Union has managed to “look like” a commercial organization. Means that while internally the Cooperative Union is experiencing the trade-offs inherent to its hybrid nature, externally, it has managed to send a different message to the market.

2.4.2.1 Soft decoupling

The evidence supports that the Cooperative Union competitive behavior mimics commercially oriented organizations while being a hybrid. The Cooperative Union was able to partially “decouple” its competitive behavior from its organizational form (see Meyer and Rowan 1977 for decoupling). The Cooperative engages in such “decoupling” activities to increase credibility. Such behavior is consistent with existing literature, which underlines the impact of credibility for hybrid organizations (see DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Meyer and Rowan 1977).

During the interviews, the Cooperative Union’s desire to increase credibility toward market constituents, more specifically toward distributors and consumers, was evident. Competitive moves such as commercial agreements, new products (to diversify the portfolio), and prizes served this purpose well.

\[11\] The Cooperative Union board is composed of one manager, and four members nominated by the cooperative members.
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[About a commercial agreement with a “big fast food chain”] Regarding volume, this agreement is not very relevant; however, it is very prestigious for us. The fact that this client is buying our products is indeed very prestigious for us. When we negotiate with a distribution chain, it is important to them that we work with other big clients. These types of agreements are not “bad” for our business, but more than this [revenues], they are signals that we send to the market. This means that we can work with clients that have very high-quality standards. When we negotiate with distribution chains, this is an important weapon to increase our negotiation power. (Cooperative Union general manager)

This is the spirit of this team; we have realized that this is the right path to follow; with a broad range of products, we can penetrate in several markets. On top of that, the big distribution chains perceive us differently. One thing is a company that has three products to present to the big distributors; another thing is a company with ten different products. (Cooperative Union board president)

The prizes are important for us, mainly when we are negotiating for higher prices. We need to convince that the product is good, and the prizes are important for that. For example, the prize “taste of the year 2014” (direct translation) was very important for us. When we win prizes, we confirm that our products have quality. Another thing that is important for us is the certifications; these are also very important for national and international distributors. (Cooperative Union board president)

This evidence supports that the Cooperative Union use competitive moves as symbolic actions to send signals to the market with the aim of increasing credibility and legitimacy (see Meyer and Rowan, 1977). In this context, the Cooperative Union’s tactical moves, which dominate its competitive portfolio (See Table 2:8), are used as symbolic signals to the market.

The Cooperative Union through repeated games (over 60 years) has learned how to decouple its competitive behavior from its organizational form, through symbolic competitive moves. The Cooperative Union mimics the behavior of commercially oriented organization, although being a hybrid. In this paper, such strategy is called soft decoupling. In the past, Meyer and Rowan (1977) refer to decoupling as the creation of gaps between symbolically adopted formal policies and tangible organizational practices. However, while institutional decoupling requires enforcement of policies that are not indeed implemented, in a soft decoupling strategy there is no misleading enforcement (see also Slavova and Karanasios 2014). In this case, the “endorsement” is “softer” and achieved through intense competitive activities and symbolic signals.

2.5 Discussion

This paper investigates whether—and if so, how—the presence of multiple institutional logics influences organizations’ market strategies, competitive behavior, and ultimately their competitiveness in the market in which they operate. The results reveal that organizations that instantiate conflicting logics might experience tensions at the market strategy level. As
exposed in this paper, different logics might push toward different strategic options, which lead to a *strategy lock-in*. This means that hybrids pursue a particular strategy because conflicting internal logics push toward different strategic choices. Favoring a strategy over the other traduces is enhancing a logic over the other. Therefore, pursuing dual strategic positioning can function as a mechanism to avoid mission drifts. This paper also reveals that in the long run hybrid organizations can learn how to separate their internal paradoxes from their competitive behavior. They can apply *soft decoupling* strategies through intense competitive activities and symbolic competitive moves, what allows them to gain credibility near to market constituents.

The results demonstrate that the presence of multiple institutional logics influences organizations’ market strategies. This is likely to happen to organizations that endorse logics with conflicting prescriptions about appropriate strategies to follow. These hybrid types might find difficulties in conciliating both goals strategically, experiencing a *strategy lock-in* (see Arthur 1989). This paper also showed that market strategies are unequivocally related to the balance or imbalance of instantiated logics. This means that favoring a strategy over the other results in enhancing a certain logic over the other. I propose, therefore, that the higher the degree of conflict amongst instantiated logics, the higher the likelihood of an organization experiencing a *strategy lock-in*. These results harmonize with the literature on organizational responses to institutional environments, which states that the exposure to several logics also leads to the exposure to a broader portfolio of strategic choices. Therefore, organizations in these conditions tend to present different strategies when compared to organizations that operate in less intense institutional environments (Greenwood et al. 2011; Pache and Santos 2013). This result is not surprising for young hybrids; however, the case presented here, the Cooperative Union, is a mature one. Regarding that, research defends that hybrids eventually reach a synthesis among the logics they instantiate (Jay 2013), or one logic achieves dominance over the other and hybrids drift toward legitimized forms (Kraatz and Block 2008; Scott 1994; Simons and Ingram 1997). This is not what we see in this case, the hybrid is still experiencing the tensions of conciliating conflicting logics in the core of its activities, and such tensions reflect in their market strategies.

Regarding competitive behavior, the existing literature on institutional theory points in both directions. On the one hand, organizations that deviate from institutional prescription are less efficient in gaining access to critical resources (DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Meyer and Rowan 1977); but on the other hand, hybrids can attract resources from different institutions since they address a larger group of constituents (Pache and Santos 2013). The results showed that regarding competitive behavior, both cases presented very similar profiles. This might
indicate that hybrids are indeed able to attract resources from different constituents, increasing their chances to survive (Pache and Santos 2013). The results demonstrate that hybrid organizations might be able to decouple their competitive behavior from their organizational form, in what I call *soft decoupling*. I propose in this paper that hybrids that integrate commercially oriented logics tend to employ *soft decoupling* strategies to mimic purely commercial-oriented organizations in order to signal legitimacy to market players. Such terminology resembles Meyer and Rowan (1977) concept of institutional decoupling. For these scholars, decoupling happens when organizations show compliance with practices of a specific logic, while they are implementing practices of another logic, which aligns with their organizational goals. In this paper, the *soft decoupling* strategy is more nuanced and less risky than institutional decoupling. First, it does not entail the adoption of policies, remaining at the signaling level; and second, there is no risk of formal control and scrutiny. The real risk is the one of having its reputation damaged near market constituents.

The literature on institutional complexity and hybrid organizations focuses on how organizations react to institutional demands. Meyer and Rowan (1977) brought the concept of decoupling; Oliver (1991) of compromising strategy; Greenwood and colleagues (2011) of combination of conflicting logics (see also Binder 2007; Lounsbury 2007; Tracey, Phillips, and Jarvis 2011); and more recently, Pache and Santos (2013) introduced the term selective coupling strategy. While all these strategies refer to organizational elements, such activities, structure, ownership, governance, monitoring, etc. (see Pache and Santos 2013); *soft decoupling* strategies apply to competitive behavior. While hybrids can send symbolic signals to the market through specific competitive moves that can be easily malleable or changed; organizational structure elements and activities (the one often referred in institutional decoupling) are hard endorsement signals that last through time and are more difficult to revert (see also Slavova and Karanasios 2014). Therefore, hybrids can use a *soft decoupling* strategy to mimic commercial organizations to increase credibility and legitimacy near market constituents (see DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Meyer and Rowan 1977), such as consumers and distributors. However, we do not know whether such strategy is adequate to attract resources from other institutional constituents, as financial, governmental and non-governmental institutions that might require a different type of enforcement.

This paper also suggests that some competitive moves are performed with the goal to send symbolic signals to the market. This result is consistent with the literature on competitive dynamics, which defends that players' competitive moves are powerful “signals” used to
improve their competitive position (Chen and MacMillan 1992; Ferrier, Smith, and Grimm 1999; Smith et al. 1991). Still, such competitive moves also convey information about organizations' competencies, influencing external constituents' evaluation (Basdeo, Smith, and Grimm 2006). The same literature also defends that the orchestration of competitive actions and responses, which ultimately characterize organizations' market strategies, affect organizations' reputation in the market, mainly under high levels of market ambiguity (Rindova, Ferrier, and Wiltbank 2010). As relevant constituents face a lack of information about organizations functioning, they take strategy elements to make decisions about the resource allocation (Rindova, Ferrier, and Wiltbank 2010). Since hybrids indeed tend to face a high level of ambiguity since they integrate unestablished forms, their market strategies and competitive behavior might constitute a major vehicle to send signals to the market constituents and respond to institutional pressures (see Delmas and Toffel 2008; Pache and Santos 2011).

Future research will need to examine whether such propositions can be generalized. Specifically, how different types of hybrid organizations, for example with the various degrees of divergence between logics, compete in the markets. It would also be interesting to study whether different field characteristics such as fragmentation or concentration competition intensity, influence the strategies that hybrids adopt to get credibility from institutional constituents (Meyer and Rowan 1977; Pache and Santos 2013).

Market strategies and competitive behavior do not occur in an institutional vacuum. They are shaped and guided by intra-organizational and institutional tensions. Research in this field will help to comprehend the impact of institutional forces on the way hybrids and organizations in general compete.
Chapter 3  
Competing under 
Institutional Complexity: a Multi-case 
Study Design 

3.1  Introduction 

Hybrid organizations, which incorporate features from dissimilar institutional logics (Battilana and Dorado 2010; Haveman and Rao 2006), are gaining relevance in modern societies. Nowadays, complex institutional environments impel organizations to respond to all sorts of contradictory demands from different groups of constituents (Greenwood et al. 2011; Kraatz and Block 2008; Meyer and Rowan 1977). Examples of hybrid organizations are social enterprises that instantiate social and commercial logics (Battilana and Dorado 2010; Battilana and Lee 2014), and also cooperatives that integrate cooperative and commercial logics (see Ashforth and Reingen 2014; Battilana and Dorado 2010; Battilana and Lee 2014; Haveman and Rao 2006). As the number of hybrid organizations increase, more usual is the scenario in which hybrids and non-hybrids compete in the same market. For example, in the renewable energy sector in Germany (Community Power 2017) and UK (Balch 2015), cooperatives and community-owned projects are starting to compete with privately-owned enterprises. Specifically, in Germany, renewable energy cooperatives already account for 34% of the total clean energy capacity installed in the country (Community Power 2017). Another example is the Bolivian microcredit market in which microcredit social enterprises, such as BancoSol, compete with Bolivians commercial banks that have now also entered in the microcredit segment (Battilana and Dorado 2010; Schipani 2012). 

For a large subset of hybrid organizations, the instantiation of different logics in their core activities also means serving diverse groups of constituents (Battilana et al. 2015; Battilana
and Dorado 2010; Haveman and Rao 2006). In the case of producer cooperatives, the groups are the producers, who are the beneficiaries and owners, and the consumers, who buy the cooperative’s products or services. In a situation where hybrids and non-hybrids operate in the same market, they address the same groups of constituents and compete for the same resources, interacting and influencing each other (Smith and Ferrier 2001). How can a commercially oriented organization compete with hybrids to which suppliers or consumers are the beneficiaries? How does this affect market dynamics? This rationale leads to the ultimate question of how and under which conditions hybrid organizations influence the competitive dynamics and institutions of the markets in which they operate.

Institutional scholars indeed predicted the scenario where hybrid and non-hybrid organizations interact in the same environment. Previous studies suggest that organizations that operate in complex institutional fields—where multiple and sometimes conflicting institutional logics co-exist—experience institutional pressures differently and in varying degrees. Organizational characteristics such as positioning in the field, structure, governance, ownership, and identity influence the way that organizations react to institutional pluralism (Greenwood et al. 2011). Therefore, while some organizations embrace the institutional tensions in the core of their activities such as hybrid organization, others prioritize the logics and somehow reconcile the tensions. This paper speaks to this literature addressing two main issues. First, institutional scholars defend that institutional environments influence field level structures, shaping organizations’ practices and structures (Friedland and Alford 1991; Greenwood et al. 2011). Similarly, strategic management researchers suggest that institutional environments are determinant for the success or failure of organizations’ strategies in the market (Hoffman, 2001; Ingram and Silverman, 2002). While there are some clues that institutional logics influence field structures and organizations’ strategies, little is known about the mechanisms that unfold such relationships. Second, institutional theory scholars focus on how field logics influence intra-organizational structures and practices (Friedland and Alford 1991); however, it has failed to address inter-organizational feedback loops, resulting from organizations responding to institutional pressures and each other responses (Greenwood et al. 2011; Pache and Santos 2010). This paper speaks to this literature stream, focusing on how the co-existence of organizations that experience and respond differently to

---

12 Groups of constituents are groups that provide resources to the organization. For example, suppliers provide the raw material, and consumers economic rents. In the case of hybrid organizations, sometimes one or more groups of constituents are beneficiaries, but this does not mean that all constituents are beneficiaries.

13 When I refer to resources, I refer to rents from consumers and raw material from suppliers.
institutional pressures—hybrids and non-hybrids—influence the dynamics of the markets in which they operate, bridging institutional field-level and market level of analysis.

The methodology follows a qualitative multiple case study design in the context of the São Miguel dairy market. In this setting, a producer cooperative—the cooperative-commercial hybrid—and pure commercially oriented players—non-hybrids—have been competing for more than 60 years. The data sources are archival records, in-depth interviews, and other documentation.

The results reveal that hybrids due to the logics that they instantiate tend to display a competitive behavior that deviates from one of non-hybrids. Hybrid’s “atypical” behavior, when associated with a relevant market share, may increase market competition. Thus, markets where hybrids and non-hybrid compete may present higher competition levels when compared to markets with similar structure and characteristics but where all players display a similar behavior. Higher the degree of incompatibility between hybrids’ endorsed logics and other players' logic, higher the hybrids' influence on competition. I refer to this effect as competitive microcosm. The results also reveal that hybrids have a higher incentive to defy and change market institutions when those clash with hybrids' endorsed logics. In these situations, market power function as a mechanism to trigger market institutional change.

This paper contributes to the literature on organizational reactions to institutional complexity, bridging institutional and inter-organizational levels of analysis. It also suggests that market competitive dynamics does not occur in an institutional vacuum, showing that the diversity of organizational responses to institutional pressures affects market competitive dynamics.

3.2 Literature Review

3.2.1 Hybrid organizations and markets’ competitive dynamics

Hybrids are organizations that exist in the intersection of different institutional spheres, combining at the core of their activities different and often conflicting institutional logics (Battilana and Dorado 2010; Battilana and Lee 2014; Haveman and Rao 2006). Institutional logics are broader cultural templates that define appropriate practices, forms, goals, and means to achieve such goals, constraining and guiding organizations' actions (Friedland and Alford 1991; Kraatz and Block 2008; Thornton and Ocasio 1999). Therefore, hybrids straddle elements from different established logics under the same organizational roof. Health organizations that combine the professional care and the business logics (see Reay and
Hinings, 2009); biotechnological firms, which embed market and technology logics (Powell and Sandholtz 2012); and also cooperatives that instantiate both cooperative and commercial logics (see Ashforth and Reingen 2014; Battilana and Lee 2014) are other illustrations of hybrid organizations.

A large subset of hybrids addresses different publics with different demands (Battilana et al. 2015). For example, for working integration social enterprises, the goal is to help unemployed individuals hiring them. The beneficiaries are the employees, the work suppliers, and the consumers are the people who buy the products/services that these organizations sell (see Battilana et al. 2015; Pache and Santos 2010). The same happens with producer cooperatives. The producers are the beneficiaries, which are also the suppliers, and the consumers the people who buy their products or services (see Hansmann 1999; Normak 1996). These hybrid organizations that address two different groups have different logics towards these groups. In the case of producer cooperatives, it endorses a cooperative logic towards its suppliers and a commercial logic towards its consumers. Such logics towards consumers or suppliers will dictate their goals towards these groups. For example, if the beneficiaries of the hybrid are the consumers, the hybrid will offer products or services at a lowest price possible to benefit these same consumers; while if the beneficiaries are the suppliers, the hybrid will pay the highest remuneration possible to benefit the suppliers. In situations that hybrids and non-hybrids compete in the same market, hybrids’ beneficiaries can be the consumers or the suppliers of the non-hybrids. How to compete with a player that deliberately wants to set the lowest price possible to consumers or the highest remuneration possible to suppliers?

When organizations compete in the same market, they interact and influence each other performance (Smith and Ferrier 2001). Organizations’ competitive moves such action and responses initiated to protect or improve relative competitive position will influence competitors’ moves, strategies, and market's competitive dynamics at an aggregate level (Smith et al. 1991). Organizations do not compete in a vacuum; organizations that operate in the same market influence each other, mainly because they are competing for the same resources. Competing with organizations that instantiate different logics and therefore have different goals will also affect the way organizations influence each other (see Chaffee 1985; Chen 1996). However, we do not know the nature and extension of such interactions. Such rationale leads to the question of how and under which conditions hybrids influence competitor’ strategies? Moreover, how do hybrids affect the competitive dynamics of the markets where they operate and under which conditions?
Some researchers have already noticed that hybrids that compete with non-hybrids might experience some retaliation from incumbent non-hybrid organizations that integrate legitimized forms (Battilana and Lee 2014). For example, traditional organizations from the charity sector have publicly announced their opposition to social enterprises (Murray 2012). This contestation is an indicator that somehow hybrids might affect the incumbent organizations; however, we have no clue about the extent and the conditions that this might happen. This paper aims to address this discussion.

3.2.2 Hybrids and institutions

Neo-institutional scholars defend that institutions shape organizations, but organizations also shape back their surrounding environments. More specifically, this argument supports that institutional logics influence organizations' responses but, still, organizations are not entirely determined by these logics. They can strategically combine elements from their surrounding institutional environments accordingly with their interests. Since each organization exerts this strategic selection to match their interests, this will lead to variation, organizational action, and continuous change at the institutional level (Greenwood et al. 2011; Kraatz and Block 2008; Scully and Meyerson 1996). In this perspective, organizations’ actions and cumulative responses to institutional demands lead to institutional change. Such changes are now faced as a social construction instead of an exogenous force that shape the field (Scott 2001). Similarly, research on hybrids has widely acknowledged the importance of hybrids for innovation and institutional change (Padgett and Powell 2012). Since hybrids incorporate different logics in their core activities, they deeply experience the incompatibilities amongst the logics they instantiate. As a result, hybrids members try to synthesize the logics and address the inconsistencies, what may lead to innovative practices and new meanings (Jay 2013). As new organizations enter in a field, new ideas and social circumstances emerge. When this phenomenon assumes a significant size and influence, institutional change may occur, leading to the installation of new logics or reprioritization of the existing ones (Seo and Creed 2002). For example, social enterprises leaders often engage in institutional change campaigns to shape their environments. Their goal is to raise the legitimacy for the sector, what later on enables the emergence of other social enterprises (Battilana and D’Aunno 2009; Tracey, Phillips, and Jarvis 2011). Existing literature has focused on new sectors, such as social enterprise, but what about sectors or industries where hybrids are in a sustained competition with non-hybrids? Are hybrids able to shape practices and institutions, where they are not the dominant form? There is a need for systematic attention on the conditions under which hybrids can influence institutions in the markets or environments where they
operate. This paper answers the call to study the organizational responses’ feedback effects at intra- and inter-organizational levels (see Greenwood et al. 2011).

3.3 Methodology

This research investigates how hybrid organizations influence the competitive dynamics and institutions of the markets in which they operate and under which conditions. To explore this question, I conducted an exploratory qualitative multi-case study design (see Strauss and Corbin 1990; Yin 2009). The following paragraphs characterize the context and explain how data was collected, coded, and analyzed.

3.3.1 Context and cases description

This study’s setting is the São Miguel dairy market. São Miguel is an Azorean island that represents 1% of the landmass of Portugal; however, its milk production represents 15% of the national production. In São Miguel, a cooperative union—the cooperative-commercial hybrid—competes side-by-side with three other pure commercial organizations—non-hybrids—for more than 60 years.

Cooperatives emerged in São Miguel around 1927. The first cooperative manifestations aimed at collecting the families’ milk leftovers to produce butter and cheese. The cooperative movement got stronger after the last quarter of the 20th century when Portugal joined the European Union. This political move led to improved hygiene, production, and security requirements in the food supply chain that were hard to meet for a market based on archaic production practices. The investments required to conform to these new regulations were far more than what most Azorean farmers could afford. Farmers’ cooperatives were able to undertake these investments, not only to support farmers’ production practices but also investing in dairy production facilities. Since that time, cooperatives have become a substantial part of São Miguel economic life.

Nowadays, the dairy market in São Miguel has achieved maturity, five small cooperatives allied to form a Union that in 2015 collected around 47% of the total milk produced in the island (see Table 3:1). The Cooperative Union competes with three other players in the market: the Multinational Subsidiary, the Local Firm, and the Specialist.¹⁴

¹⁴ I have adopted fictitious names to preserve the identity of the organizations under study.
In São Miguel, there are around 1400 dairy producers that sell their milk to one of the four buyers in the market. The market players collect and process the milk to produce cheese, UHT milk, and butter. At the industrial level the competition is local since players cannot buy milk outside the island due to its highly perishable nature, but on the consumer market, the players compete at national and international level. The players sell between 84% and 91% of their production in the national market (outside the island), and between 2% to 16% to international markets. Cheese is the most exported product, and the UHT milk is mostly consumed in the national market. In the following paragraphs, I briefly describe the market players, which are the cases under analysis in this study.

**The Cooperative Union.** The Cooperative Union is a second-tier market producer cooperative (union of cooperatives) founded in 1954 as a result of a merger of five smaller producer cooperatives. The Cooperative Union's goal is to maximize member benefits through the commercialization of dairy products. The hybrid nature of the Cooperative Union is observable across several dimensions. First, the Cooperative Union goal is to maximize members' benefits through a commercial activity. Such goal entails the endorsement of principles such as democracy, equality, and solidarity toward their members and communities—cooperative logic; and the production of products with economic return—commercial logic. Second, the Cooperative Union also displays a hybrid governance mode. While at the smaller cooperatives' level one member represents one vote, like in traditional cooperative forms, at the Cooperative Union level each cooperative accounts for a percentage of votes, depending on the quantity of milk that they supply to the Cooperative Union, which resembles investor approaches. Finally, the Cooperative Union also adopts a hybrid arrangement at the board level. Four members compose the board; three are elected by the members and are usually farmers, while one is a professional manager.

Nowadays, the Cooperative Union collects around 47% of the total milk produced in São Miguel. It processes 70% of the collected milk in its facilities and sells the remaining 30% to the Specialist. The Cooperative Union produces UHT milk, which is its primary product, as

---

15 The Specialist is an exception since it sells 100% of its production to another subsidiary of the same group, located in Portuguese mainland.
well as cheese, butter, and other less representative products such as creams and juices. The Cooperative dedicates around 20% of its production to private labels and the remaining to its brand. The Cooperative Union brand encompasses all lines of products, from low-value-added UHT milk to high-value-added cheese and butter. The Cooperative Union employs 244 people and collects milk from 674 suppliers. It accepts suppliers of all sizes; thus attracting the smaller farmers who only have a few cows. This explains the high number of suppliers (see Table 3:2).

**Local Firm.** A Portuguese family with a long history in the dairy industry created the Local Firm in 1992. This family still owns the majority of the firm's capital and controls the executive board. Board members and employees talk about the Local Firm as a family-owned enterprise. The Local Firm primarily produces cheese and powdered milk, but also butter as a way to commercialize the excess from the cheese production. The Local Firm primary focus in on private labels, only 12% of its output is dedicated to its brand. Amongst the four players operating in São Miguel, the Local Firm is the one with highest international orientation, 16% of its sales are to international markets and the remaining to national market (the domestic market has no relevance). The Local Firm employs 181 people and collects milk from 300 farmers, representing 15% of the milk produced in São Miguel (see Table 3:2).

**Multinational Subsidiary.** A Portuguese family built the Multinational Subsidiary’s industrial facilities back in 1948, due to the milk production potential of the region. In 1996, a multinational group acquired 51% the industrial plants located in São Miguel, and in 2002 the remaining 49%. The multinational group bought the industrial facilities but has maintaining employees, suppliers, and also the cheese brand, which is still the strongest brand of the multinational in Portugal. The Multinational Subsidiary produces mainly cheese, but also a smaller portion of UHT milk and butter. Its brand is highly associated with high value-added products, displaying a distinct positioning in the market. The Multinational Subsidiary addresses 40% of its production to private labels and the remaining to its brand. The local board takes all decisions regarding local operations. However, the decisions on all the other areas take place at the national and international levels. The Multinational Subsidiary accounts for the highest volume of milk processed on the island (35%); it employs 270 people and collects milk from 360 suppliers (see Table 3:2).

**Specialist.** A multinational food player created the Specialist industrial facilities in 1971. The factory was built with the unique goal to produce powdered milk, and this holds until today. The Specialist sells its full production to other subsidiaries of the same group. From the outset, the Cooperative Union owned 10% of the factory, and since then the Cooperative
Union is the primary milk supplier of the Specialist, supplying 88% of the milk it processes. Nowadays, the plant employs 78 people and processes 18% of the milk produced in São Miguel (see Table 3:2).

Four main factors explain the choice for this empirical context and case selection. Hybrids and non-hybrids have competed side-by-side in this market for a long time. The São Miguel dairy market is highly competitive, with players presenting an intensive competitive portfolio yet interacting often with each other, what makes it an ideal setting to study competitive dynamics (see Smith and Ferrier 2001). The fact that the players operate in the quasi-isolated context of the Azores allows us to assume that they are all exposed to the same conditions and external shocks; this reduces endogeneity. Moreover, the fact that the dairy market in São Miguel is crucial to the local economy causes institutions to focus on it; this results in consistent, rich, and abundant data.

### 3.3.2 Data Collection

The data collection encompasses three phases. In 2014, I conducted exploratory interviews with local and international experts in cooperatives, local agriculture associations’ representatives, and also with Cooperative Union board members and farmers. The goal was to understand what is a cooperative, how it works and how it influences the communities and the markets in which they operate from several perspectives. In this phase, I conducted 14 interviews that lasted between 32 and 105 minutes. The data collected in this phase allowed me to understand what were the Cooperative Union's goals and strategies. At this phase, there were indications of the Cooperative Union's influence on the local market dynamics.
During the second stage (2015), I collected a combination of archival and interviews data to get a deeper awareness of the field. I also started to interview all the other players in the market, namely Multinational Subsidiary, Local Firm, and Specialist, in addition to some field experts. For this included 17 interviews with durations between 37 minutes and 1 hour. The interviews followed a semi-flexible structure with follow-up questions on the topics discussed (Spradley 1979). Questions focused on the organizations' history, evolution, products, strategy, and competition.

The two largest newspapers authorized me to directly search in their archival databases for the following terms or phrases: names of the four focal firms, their brand names, "agriculture", "cheese", "milk", "butter", "powdered milk", "milk price", and "private labels". This resulted in a selection of 526 press articles concerning the four players and the dairy market from 2010 to 2015. The data collected in this phase provided the framework for the primary constructs of the paper.

Finally, in a third stage (2016), building upon the initial analysis, I collected additional data on the cases under study by conducting more interviews with firms' directors, technical supervisors, and other employees. Also, I interviewed local and national field experts for further validation of the main findings. This resulted in 14 interviews that lasted between 25 and 133 minutes. I also collected additional documentation, such as press articles from local Agriculture magazines (issued by the local Agriculture Associations—Associação dos Jovens Agricultores de São Miguel, Associação Agrícola), firms' reports and periodicals, balance sheets, and other local, national, and international reports related to the dairy market (e.g., from INE and SREIA). This added 246 documents to the database. This additional phase of data collection was important to confirm and complement the findings.

In this paper, I recurred to numerous data sources of evidence to enable corroboration and triangulation of the data, what provides a stronger basis for emerging constructs and relationships (Eisenhardt 1989; Yin 2009). In the end, the database comprised 45 interviews, 526 press articles, and 246 other documents (see Table 3:3).
Table 3.3 Data sources information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archival records (press articles from 2010 to 2015)</td>
<td>526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative Union</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multinational Subsidiary</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Firm</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other players, field specialists, and producers</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Documents</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles from Specialized magazines</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firms reports, websites, own magazines, presentations</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others (presentations, spread sheets, reports)</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.3 Data Coding and analysis

The data coding encompasses two stages. In the first stage, I went over the data executing a descriptive coding (Miles and Huberman 1994, p. 57). Throughout this phase, first coding dimensions emerged from a data-literature interaction (see Miles and Huberman, 1994; Strauss and Corbin, 1990). The main categories were Product & Market Strategy, Supply & Factor Market, Competition & Cooperation, and Background Information. These primary categories followed from a descriptive fashion, while subcategories involved more interpretation (see Miles and Huberman 1994).

The main author and a research assistant independently coded a subset of the information, and after several rounds of interaction, they agreed on coding guidelines, subsequently coding all the data according to such guidelines. The main author used N-Vivo software to organize and code all the information collected.

In the second coding stage, I went through the archival records tracing all organizations’ competitive events chronologically. These competitive moves are public moves implemented by the player observable by the market constituents (Porter 1980; Smith et al. 1991). Only those competitive moves mentioned in the local newspapers are considered significant and important. This is an established methodology in the competitive dynamics literature (Chen 1996; Chen and Hambrick 1995; Ferrier 2001; Ferrier and Lee 2002; Ferrier, Smith, and Grimm, 1999; Miller and Chen 1996; Smith et al. 1991). After identifying all detectable competitive moves, the competitive moves were transferred to an excel sheet (lines) and coded in the following dimensions (columns):

**Competitive moves typology.** I coded moves as a new product, commercial agreements, prize, marketing campaign, certifications, milk price adjustment, producer contract, and investment (see Chen and MacMillan 1992; Ferrier, Smith, and Grimm 1999; Miller and Chen 1994).
Consumer or factor market. The interviewees repeatedly talk about two levels of competition, factor market, and consumer market. The factor market relates to changes in the price of raw milk or changes on producer contracts. The consumer market encompasses all sort of marketing moves (marketing campaigns, commercial agreements, new products, etc.).

Action or Response. When a player is the first to move, I coded as action, when the player was responding to other's player actions, I coded as a response (see Ferrier, Smith, and Grimm 1999; Smith et al. 1991).

Ex-post scope. The ex-post scope measures the number of competitors that replied to the action (scored from 0 to 3) (Chen, Smith, and Grimm 1992).

Response order. This code only applies to responses. Response order represents the order in which a player responds to another player's action. A player can be first respondent (1), second respondent (2), or third respondent (3) (see Smith et al. 1991).

In total, the author and the research assistant detected and coded distinct 150 competitive moves (see Table 3:4) with an intercoder reliability of 0.92.16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market Orientation</th>
<th>CM type</th>
<th>Cooperative Union</th>
<th>Local firm</th>
<th>Multination Subsidiary</th>
<th>Specialist</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Market</td>
<td>New product</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commercial agreement</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prize</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marketing Campaign</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Certifications</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor Market</td>
<td>Milk price adjustments</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Producer contract</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment</td>
<td>Investment</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>43</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3:4 Market player competitive moves by market and type

In the first part of the analysis, all the players' competitive moves and interactions were chronologically ordered. This allowed for a focus on the central interaction moments for each player. The third round of interviews focused on clarifications about those interaction moments. With such data, I developed a within-case analysis to preserve each case's unique pattern (see Strauss and Corbin 1990). After, I proceeded a cross-case comparative study, where I compared and contrasted cases' patterns (Eisenhardt 1989). This allowed for the

16 This intercoder reliability is high because the code follows a structured fashion where the dimensions are pre-established. Interviewees were asked to clarify about the players' competitive moves during the interviews, so the data was complete and rich; this led to fewer uncertainties.
construction of detailed explanations and refinement of underlying mechanisms. Simultaneously, I compared the findings with the literature to ensure a coherent dialogue between theory and data.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 The Cooperative Union's influence on market competitive dynamics

The Cooperative Union's milk collected market share in São Miguel increased from 2010 to 2015. In 2015, the Cooperative Union received around 47% of São Miguel milk supply (see Table 3:1). This signals that the Cooperative Union is investing in a growth strategy. As a result of such growth, the Cooperative Union started to be, using the interviewee's words, a "respected" player in the market; they were the ones setting the milk price in the factor market.

A factor that triggers this situation is the supplier mobility that exists in this market. In São Miguel, suppliers have the mobility to sell their milk to any of the players operating in the market, since buyers have milk collection points all over the island. Suppliers are able, therefore, to switch buyers according to price changes. A supplier can change of buyer within a lead-time of six months; however, the contracts between players and retailers are annual. If player's supply decreases suddenly, they incur in the risk of not being able to fulfill such contracts, thus risking reputational damage in the market. Given this negative consequence of losing suppliers, when the Cooperative Union increases the milk price in the factor market, the other competitors need to match such prices. This dynamic allied to the Cooperative Union's increased market share of milk collected explains how it becomes a price setter in the market.

We have a lot of impacts [on the milk price] because we started to be respected. Since 2009/2008 we began to set the milk price on the island due to our growth. By respected I mean that when we establish the price of the milk, we force the other players to pay the same or almost the same. From 2010 to 2015, when the other players did not match our price, the producers moved to the Cooperative Union, and we grew even more. At that time everybody was undersupplied, so everybody needed to pay more for the milk. (Cooperative Union Board President)

17 The percentage milk collected is different from that of milk processed in the Cooperative Union's facilities (See Table 3:1). This discrepancy results from the Cooperative Union reselling the raw product to the Specialist.
18 The Specialist, however, is excluded from this list because it only accepts large suppliers, and, more recently, it has not increased its number of farmers.
Sometimes, we pay more than the other players; sometimes, we do not, however, if we do, we force others (competitors) to pay the same price that we pay. I do not know if you have understood. I mean that from some years, we are the ones that set the milk price on the island. (Cooperative Union Board Member)

The other players are bigger than us and usually, the most major player, the most powerful, is the one dictating the rules. It has always been like that. The biggest dictate the rules and the smaller follow the rules or disappear. Historically things work like that. Thus, we are a smaller player out of the four operating on the island, despite the fact that regarding cheese production we are the second biggest before the Multinational Subsidiary and after the Cooperative Union, the Specialist does not produce cheese. [...] We do follow (imitate) the biggest players because we do not have dimension and autonomy to dictate the milk price; therefore, we accept that because we are smaller. (Local Firm board member)

The Cooperative Union is the one setting the milk price and then us [Multinational subsidiary] and the Local firm. Both of us [Multinational subsidiary and the Local firm], we follow the Cooperative Union when the price increases, however when the price decreases we tend to be the leaders. (Multinational Subsidiary Milk Collection director)

3.4.1.1 Players' behavior in the milk factor market

The milk factor market suffers some fluctuations in price during the year. In spring and summer, the grass is more nutrient rich and abundant. Thus, in the summer months, milk production increases and prices in the factor market decrease. In the cooler months, the opposite happens. Such fluctuations influence the consumer market. When the prices in the factor market decline, national and international players can produce at more competitive prices. This means that dairy product prices decrease in the consumer market. Azorean players, on the consumer side of the market, compete with all these national and European competitors; therefore, they need to adapt to such fluctuations. If Azorean dairy firms do not adjust to market changes, they risk losing market share in the consumer market; however, they still present different response behaviors to such market dynamics.

Players' competitive behavior in the factor market reveals how they adapted to the market dynamics. Regarding price increases, the Cooperative Union raised the price nine times and decreased six. The Local Firm increased ten times but decreased seven times; the Multinational Subsidiary increased nine times but decreased seven times, and finally, the Specialist increased eight times but decreased ten times (Table 3:5). The Cooperative Union is not the player that raised the price more times, but it is the one that decreased it fewer times. Also, the analysis of the annual average milk price per year from 2010 to 2015 reveals that the Cooperative Union consistently pays the higher price in the factor market (see Figure 3:1). This analysis shows that the Cooperative Union’s goal is to keep the milk price high, avoiding price decreases.

The analysis of the competitive behavior regarding actions—first mover—and responses—followers—also helps to elucidate about the player's behavior in the factor market. The
Cooperative Union was the first mover in price increases six out of nine times, and follower in price decreases four out of six times, indicating that the Cooperative Union is a first mover in price increases and a follower in price drops. The Local firm is also mainly a first mover in milk price increases and a follower in price decreases; however, its behavior is not as accentuated as the Cooperative Union's one. The Multinational Subsidiary displays a radically different behavior being a follower in price increases and first mover in price decreases (see Table 3:5). The Cooperative Union is the first to increase the price and the last to decrease it. This analysis complements the previous one, showing that the Cooperative Union keeps the milk price as high as possible for the longest period possible since it is the first player to increase the price and the last to decrease. The quotes from the interviewees reinforce this line of evidence.

Our goal is always to be the first to increase milk prices [in the factor market] and the last to decrease milk prices. (Cooperative Union Board President)

This is how I read the market, you should also take a look, our responses are mainly in the price increases, and their responses (Cooperative Union) are mostly in price decreases. This does not happen always, but the trend is that they raise the price before us, because as soon as they understand that the price is increasing in Europe they increase, and we eventually react later. (Multinational Subsidiary Marketing Director)

The Cooperative Union is the first one raising the milk price most of the times; in the price decreases is the opposite. The Cooperative Union, because it is a cooperative adopts different policies, because they are focused on the members while we are a private firm. We don't want to see our producers unhappy; of course we don't want that. However, our goal is to be profitable; there are no private organizations that don't think like us. (Multinational Subsidiary production technician)

My perception is that the Cooperative Union plays a major role in setting the milk price. I would say that we follow the Cooperative Union around maybe 70% of the time, perhaps...I know that is significant. It means that what the Cooperative says is like 'law' in this market. See that, the Cooperative Union, as the name indicates, is a cooperative where the members are the owners. We here are a private firm that buys (the milk), they also purchase the milk, but they are buying it from their members. Here, we buy from producers that are not ‘ours’; there the producers are the owners. They need to maintain the owners with a high level of satisfaction. We also want our producers satisfied and motivated, but our connection with farmers is different from theirs. Therefore, they are in a better position to set the price. (Local firm board member)

---

19 The Specialist exhibits a behavior that is distinct from one of other players’ because it does not compete in the same market. The Specialist follows the trends of the powder milk market commodity and also is dependent on its corporate group internal dynamics since its production is all sold to other subsidiaries of the group.
Cooperative Union Local firm Multinational Subsidiary Specialist Total

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milk price adjustments (0 base)</th>
<th>Cooperative Union</th>
<th>Local firm</th>
<th>Multinational Subsidiary</th>
<th>Specialist</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milk price increase</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action (1st mover)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response (follower)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Milk price decrease            | 6                  | 7          | 7                        | 10         | 30    |
| Action (1st mover)             | 2                  | 3          | 5                        | 6          | 16    |
| Response (follower)            | 4                  | 4          | 2                        | 4          | 14    |

| Total                          | 15                 | 19         | 16                       | 19         | 69    |

Table 3:5 Player’s pricing competitive moves

The Cooperative Union behavior in the factor market is to keep the milk price as high as possible for the longest period possible. Cooperative Union's behavior is in line with the cooperative principle of increasing members' benefits. Considering that members are the cooperative's milk suppliers, the higher the price it pays for milk, the higher its members' incomes get (see Parliament, Lerman, and Fulton 1990). The other players, the purely commercial firms, endorse different logic towards factor market/suppliers. Their goal is to keep the cost of supply as little as possible to maximize profits—the milk supply is the biggest slice of the cost structure of these market players. Therefore, the behavior of the Cooperative Union in the factor market contrasts with that of other commercial oriented players. The Cooperative Union presents an "atypical" behavior from what one would expect from an industrial organization.

3.4.1.2 The competitive microcosm

In the studied market, suppliers can relatively quickly change buyers, the decision regarding which buyer to sell to is highly price-oriented. Therefore, if commercial players do not follow
the Cooperative Union pricing behavior, they risk losing part of their supply both in a short and medium term. This potential downside of price erosion leads to a sustained increase in milk prices in São Miguel. The interviewees referenced this situation innumerable times. For them, the milk prices in São Miguel are "higher than other markets," "higher than the real value of the milk" and the Cooperative Union is "increasing the competition in the market."

Imagine that the price of milk increases, our producers will start to complain that we are not paying enough; they will leave us to go to the Cooperative Union if it accepts them. If the Cooperative Union takes them, we will lose a part of our supply that is essential to our strategy. Most times, the first producers to leave us are the producers with higher quality, the best suppliers, so we are losing the milk with the highest quality. Additionally, if a farmer leaves us for the Cooperative Union, it will be difficult to return to us. Therefore, if we want to grow … the milk pricing policies are essential for us to our long-term vision. (Multinational Subsidiary Production Director)

The milk price is the main reason for farmers to change buyer. If we decrease the price of the milk and the Cooperative Union does not, it is normal that farmers change, as they will receive more for their milk. (Local Firm Production Director)

The Cooperative Union defends its role in the market; I do understand that I don't disagree. They try to protect and increase farmers' income, or at least to offer the highest price for the milk. However, this implies that the players in São Miguel—we, private firms—need to pay higher prices for the milk compared to other markets. (Multinational Subsidiary Production Technician)

The Cooperative Union, which presents a different social object than us, it tries to hold the price high and maintained it higher for a long time, which forces us to pay more than the real value of the milk. (Local Firm Board Member)

On the one side, we started to have more difficulties in buying milk, and on the other side, we began to have more competition [on the consumer market], since the Cooperative Union also sells in our markets and started to increase a lot the competition. (Local Firm Board Secretary)

The analysis of the Cooperative Union's competitive behavior regarding ex-post scope—the number of responses to a given competitive move (see Chen, Smith, and Grimm 1992)—, reinforces the argument that the Cooperative has an upward influence on the factor market. The Cooperative Union's price-increasing competitive moves led to 15 responses from competitors (see Table 3:6). This influence aligns with the literature in that actions that having a competitive impact and representing a threat to competitors' businesses are more likely to be noticed and also to trigger responses from competitors (Capron and Chatain 2008; Chen and Miller 1994). Therefore, the Cooperative Union has initiated competitive moves with high competitive impact, thus triggering rivals responses and increasing competition (Chen and Miller 1994).
The competition in São Miguel factor market is higher than would be expected in an oligopsonistic market, where the suppliers are many and quasi-undifferentiated. Markets with a small number of competitors tend to have fewer competitive moves and also tend to develop tacit or explicit collusive behaviors (Scherer and Ross 1990). This is not the case of this market. The market presents a relatively intense competitive dynamic, wherein 33% of the actions lead to at least one response. Additionally, the atypical behavior of the Cooperative Union also does not allow the prevalence of collusive behaviors concerning milk pricing—an essential competitive dimension on this market. Furthermore, the interview data reinforced the fact that the factor market dynamics are distinct from similar markets. Field specialists refer to the Azorean factor market as having "particular local dynamics" and also as a "unique microcosm."

The Cooperative Union, due to its cooperative logic, has been displaying an atypical behavior in the factor market. While the Cooperative Union wants to keep the milk price as high as possible for the longest period possible, other players, who endorse a commercial logic, aim at keeping their supply costs as low as possible. Since the Cooperative Union is the price setter in this market, due to its relevant market share, its atypical behavior has been impacted the factor market competition upward. This increase in competition is higher than would be expected in similar markets—oligopsonistic market structure and quasi-undifferentiated suppliers—but where players are all purely commercial oriented. This rationale explains the mechanisms that contribute to the particular dynamics of this market, which citing interviewees is like a microcosm, a small world with specific dynamics.

3.4.1.3 The competitive microcosm influence on consumer market strategies

The factor market has important implications on returns and operating margins since the returns on consumer market depend on the cost of the resources to implement such policies, which, in this case, is raw milk (Barney 1986). These two markets are even more interrelated in industries where the primary raw material represents the largest slice of players' operational costs. Therefore, when the price of milk in the factor market increases or decreases, this will have a direct effect on operating margins and players' strategies in the consumer market.
The analysis reveals that commercial players are shifting towards a more differentiated strategy. Both the Multinational Subsidiary and the Local Firm are investing in differentiated products.\textsuperscript{20} For example, the Multinational Subsidiary launched three new products in 2013 and 2 in 2014; these products are all positioned as differentiated products. The same is evident with the Local Firm, which initiated its differentiation strategy by launching two new products in 2014 (see Table 3:7). The interviewees attribute this shift in strategy to the intensification of the competition in the factor market.

\textit{The milk is our primary raw material and has a determinant influence on the profitability of our business. The price of milk in the Azores is not competitive nowadays when compared with the Portuguese mainland. This is a big concern for us because it decreases our competitiveness in the national market.} (Multinational Subsidiary General Director in a press article published on November 20\textsuperscript{th}, 2011)

\textit{[Interviewer: How does this (competition) affect your strategies?] We cannot buy milk somewhere else; imagine that the Cooperative Union announces an increase of 3 cents. We know that right now under the actual market condition this would not happen because there is an oversupply of milk in the island. But imagine a situation where there is undersupply of milk, we have two options, or we increase the price (of the products), and we try that the market responds to this increase, (…) or the market doesn't answer well, and in this case, we lose producers.} (Multinational Subsidiary Milk Collection Director)

\textit{If we have increases or decreases in prices (milk prices), we need to adapt the prices in the consumer market. Or we raise the price, or we change the value proposition; this is the commercial part.} (Multinational Subsidiary Milk Collection Director)

\textit{[Interviewer: How does this (competition) affect your strategies?] The strategy was… since we could not increase the volume, we were always increasing a bit, but not as much as we would like, we started to privilege the products with higher value added.} (Local Firm CEO)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Cooperative Union</th>
<th>Local Firm</th>
<th>Multinational Subsidiary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Chocolate Milk</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Terra Nostra Gourmet slices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 new functional milks</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Butter in cuvettes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Beverage new packaging</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Light cheese</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Cheese light -30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cheese slices</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Cheese slices for sandwiches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Grating Cheese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Butter half-salt Gourmet butter</td>
<td>Processed cheese</td>
<td>- Butterfly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fresh cheese light</td>
<td>- Cheese with fine herbs slices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3:7 Players’ products launched from 2010 to 2015

The results show that the Cooperative Union's market power and atypical behavior, attributed to its cooperative principles, has contributed to an increasing competition at local factor market. This increased competition leads to a "competitive microcosm" in which the competition increases more than what would be anticipated compared to markets with similar

\textsuperscript{20}The Specialist does not sell products directly in the consumer market. The Specialist produces mainly powdered milk that integrates other products.
characteristics (oligopsony structure and quasi-undifferentiated suppliers), but where players are all purely commercial oriented. The intensification of the competition on the factor market has affected commercial players' profitability and competitiveness, forcing them to move towards more differentiated strategies.

3.4.2 The Cooperative Union's influence on market institutions

Due to the inherent seasonal fluctuations in the milk factor market, players felt a need to moderate it. Therefore, players tacitly agreed the "seasonality rule," whereby milk price decreased by 2.5 cents on the first day of March and increase by the same value on the first day of September. All four players have followed this practice, and the system has been in place for more than 15 years. This practice became a regular practice for all players in the market, a rule of action, a granted prescription that has guided players' behavior on the factor market. Therefore, the "seasonality rule" has become an "institutionalized" practice in the Azorean factor market, using the words of the interviewees (see Friedland and Alford 1991; Ocasio 1997; Suddaby and Greenwood 2005; Thornton 2004 for institutional logics).

The seasonality rule prevailed despite the opposition from local agriculture associations and suppliers. Such market constituents defend that due to the development of new animal feeding techniques, the difference in production between summer and winter is not that big anymore. Therefore, they support that the difference between summer and winter prices does not reflect the reality of the market. However, since the market players have established a pattern and they see benefits from such a practice, this institution has survived throughout the years.

The seasonality was already a regular practice. The price (milk price) was established knowing that there was this seasonality rule. [...] What did we pretend with seasonality? We pretended to increase the production in winter and decrease in summer; there is a goal with that. (Multinational Subsidiary Milk Collection Director)

We used to have summer and winter prices. When we apply the summer rate, is not a price decrease, is a tabled price. This was an ancient practice when I started here 23 years ago; this had already existed. (Multinational Subsidiary Milk Collection Director)

For 15 years, on the first day of March, the price of the milk to the farmers decreased 2.5 cents and increased in the same value after in the first day of September. This seasonality in the milk price had always created problems for the producers. [...] Despite the fact that the Agriculture Associations have been consistently discussing and questioning this topic, the industry players never wanted to discuss it. (In press article published on March 24th, 2014)

21 There is contradictory information about when the seasonality rule started to be applied. In the press articles there is the information that it was 15 years ago; however, the interviewees pointed for 23 years. This contradictory information is typical in situations where there are no written rules. Since this is a tacit rule, it’s hard to agree when it has started effectively.
3.4.2.1 The Cooperative Union defies seasonality

The analysis of the players' competitive moves in the factor market (see Figure 3:2) (Smith et al. 1991) shows all the steps in the process of seasonality deinstitutionalization. In 2010, all the players behaved in a usual manner, i.e., they decreased the milk price in March and increased in September. There were other price increases and decreases outside of these dates, but only minor and isolated price changes. The Cooperative Union started changing its behavior in 2011, when it maintained the price in March, while it should have decreased accordingly with the seasonality rule. In that year the Multinational Subsidiary and the Local Firm followed the Cooperative Union's behavior. However, the Specialist still applied the seasonality rule, decreasing the price it paid. In September 2011, however, all players increased the milk price. In 2012, the seasonality pattern with main price changes occurring in March and September repeats. In this year, the players, except the Cooperative Union that kept its position to defy seasonality, have decreased the price in March and increased in September. However, from 2013 the pattern of price changes disappeared. In 2013, 2014 and 2015 the changes in prices were distributed across the year, without a clear pattern. This means that the seasonality rule was deinstitutionalized and price changes were obeying to the real market fluctuations, instead of obeying rigid market tacit rules (see Figure 3:2).
The Cooperative Union defeated the seasonality practice mainly due to its cooperative goals. The elimination of the artificial variance in the milk price through the year allows farmers to have more stable incomes, enhancing the survivability of the small and medium-size suppliers. This defiance was a defining move for the Cooperative Union, not only due to the positive impact on suppliers’ incomes but also because it gained the trust from the agriculture-related constituents of the island.
We have tried in the past to level the milk price, but we do not always succeed (...) we made this effort, and now there is no difference between summer and winter prices, this is a fight that we won. At this moment, the whole market does not differentiate summer and winter prices, and it was a strategy started by us. They [other players] began to approximate, and at this moment this is already finished (Cooperative Union General Secretary).

This was a strategic move [the defiance of seasonality] for the Cooperative Union not properly for the business itself, but for the social aspect, to balance the farmer's income through the year. Therefore, this move was attractive to the Cooperative Union because we have conquered farmer's trust, attracting more farmers for the Cooperative. As you know, farmers have this mobility. It was a strategic move by then, but after that it was institutionalized, and everybody started to follow us. But at that time, there was an undersupply in the market, and the other competitors followed us not to lose suppliers that would come to the Cooperative Union, that's the main reason why they [competitors] followed us. (Cooperative Union General Secretary)

When questioned about this behavioral change, commercial players stated that they needed to follow the Cooperative Union due to competitive reasons. The timing was crucial in this process. From 2010 to 2013 there was a big short in the milk market; therefore all players were fighting for suppliers. In Figure 3:2, we can see that from 2010 to 2013, the competitive pricing moves were almost all price increases, while from 2014 the situation changed. In this way, commercial players were forced to follow the Cooperative Union for fear they would lose access to supply. The Multinational Subsidiary was not in agreement with this behavioral change, while the Local Firm could understand it due to the volatility of the markets. Nevertheless, it never took the initiative to alter the situation before the Cooperative Union's action. Market conditions and the Cooperative Union's market power were key factors to trigger the deinstitutionalization of the seasonality practice.

We are in a competitive market, and since the competition changed the system, the seasonality pricing, we stopped applying it, although I am against that because we still produce more in spring than in winter (...). [Interviewer: But if you were against, why did you stop applying the seasonality practice?] Because this is a competition aspect that affects the prices, markets, and competition and we need to be aligned with that. The factor market is a free market; if the farmer thinks that it is better to abolish the seasonality... the seasonality is a mechanism to discipline the farmers. I understand that if I were a farmer, I would prefer having more freedom [regarding stable incomes]. If the producer thinks that this is the best way to go, so we follow this way. However, we needed to find other mechanisms to control production. (Multinational Subsidiary Milk Collection Director)

It was abolished [seasonality] because it was a thing that producers did not like and therefore the Cooperative Union stopped applying it, and we also decided to remove it. There were years when there was a high demand for the products, and it did not make sense decrease the price to the producer. This mechanism was adopted [seasonality] when it worked well when the market was less volatile, and every year the same trend happened, and there were not many price fluctuations. (Local firm CEO)

The Cooperative Union had incentives to defy and change a market institution that was in place for more than 15 years because such institution did not align with its cooperative principles. The results also suggest that the Cooperative Union had market power (price
setters) and the favorable market conditions were important triggers for this deinstitutionalization process.

3.5 Discussion

This paper investigates how hybrid organizations influence market competitive dynamics and institutions in the environments in which they operate and under which conditions. To investigate such question, I have followed the market dynamics of São Miguel dairy market, where a cooperative-commercial hybrid competes side-by-side with commercially oriented organizations. The results reveal that hybrids, due to the logics they endorse, tend to display a competitive behavior that deviates from the ones of non-hybrid organizations. The hybrid atypical behavior allied to its relevant market share contributed to the increase of the competition in the market. This increase is higher than would be expected in markets with similar characteristics but where all players display similar behaviors, for example, commercially oriented behavior. Higher the degree of incompatibility between hybrids' endorsed logics and competitors' logics, higher the hybrids' influence on competition. The results also reveal that hybrids have a higher incentive to defy and change market institutions when those clash with hybrids' endorsed logics. In these situations market power function as a mechanism to trigger market institutional change.

The hybrid under study is a cooperative-commercial hybrid that pursues its cooperative goals through commercial activities. Such hybrid endorses a commercial logic towards its consumers and cooperative logic towards its suppliers. The suppliers are therefore the beneficiaries. As seen in this case, the logic endorsed towards suppliers, which constitutes the factor market side, conflicted with the commercial logic endorsed by other players. While commercially oriented players aim at decreasing the factor market price, the hybrid, to beneficiate suppliers, wanted to increase the price as much as possible. Because the hybrid instantiates a logic that differs from the dominant logic in the market, it has adopted an atypical behavior that clashed with the other players' behavior, what increased competition. This increased competition, triggered by the hybrid atypical behavior and relative market share, is higher than would be expected in markets with similar conditions—quasi-undifferentiated suppliers and oligopsonistic structure—and where all players endorse similar instead of conflicting logics. I refer to this effect as a "competitive microcosm." A competitive microcosm emerges when market player's atypical behavior leads to an increase in competition level higher than would be expected in markets with similar characteristics and
where players display similar behavior. The higher the degree of incompatibility between hybrids’ endorsed logics and other players’ logics, the greater the influence of the hybrid on the competition. This effect is attenuated or aggravated by the market power of the hybrid.

These results can be generalized to other markets where hybrids and non-hybrids compete side-by-side. The results might also be generalized to hybrids to which the consumers are also the beneficiaries, like in the case of microcredit organizations (see Battilana and Dorado 2010). Such organizations’ goal is to offer loans with the lowest interest rates possible, while commercial banks want to maximize their return through high-interest rates. In a case where both microcredit social enterprises and commercial banks compete in the same market, this conflict between market players’ logics might trigger the same effect as we saw in the analyzed case.

The results also reveal that the increased competition on the factor market lead competitors to adapt their consumer market strategies, focusing more on differentiation. When organizations compete in the same market, their competitive moves will influence competitors’ moves and strategies (Smith and Ferrier 2001; Smith et al. 1991). To increase beneficiaries’ welfare, hybrids employ strategies that attack competitors’ resources, increasing their costs and reducing the quantity they can profitably produce (see Capron and Chatain 2008). As margins shrink, opponents are forced to adapt their strategies to related markets. Therefore, hybrids might not only influence the competition in the market where their beneficiaries are but also indirectly affect the competitors' strategies in related markets. This rationale shows how hybrids’ atypical behavior in the market escalates loops of feedback, affecting other players’ responses. Such results advance our knowledge about how loops of organizational responses to institutional complexity influence each other’s responses in the field (Greenwood et al. 2011; Pache and Santos 2010).

The Cooperative Union defied and changed a market institution that was in place for more than 15 years because such institution conflicts with the principles of that organization. The results also suggest that the Cooperative Union's market power (price setters) and the favorable market conditions were important triggers for this deinstitutionalization process. As hybrids exist in the intersection of different logics, they access a broader portfolio of options from where they can strategically combine elements accordingly with their interests and goals. This inevitably leads to higher diversity and increases the chances that new ideas and concepts emerge in the field, shaping the field logics (Greenwood et al. 2011; Kraatz and Block 2008; Scully and Meyerson 1996; Seo and Creed 2002). Previous papers have studied how actors actively engage in institutional change through campaigning and lobbying (see
Battilana and D’Aunno 2009; Tracey, Phillips, and Jarvis 2011). In this paper, I show that market power can also function as a mechanism to shape environments.

This paper focuses on the conditions under which hybrid organizations influence the dynamics of the markets in which they operate. To pursue such investigation, I analyzed the competitive behaviors and interactions of hybrid and non-hybrid organization. These organizations compete in the same institutional setting; however, they instantiate and respond differently to institutional pressures. Since this study is about market interactions of organizations that instantiate and responds differently to the same institutional forces, the results can be, therefore, extended to environments where organizations display different answers to institutional complexity. The contributions highlight that in complex institutional environments where organizations present different responses to institutional pressures, the level of competition might increase more than would be expected in less complex institutional environments where organizations respond similarly to institutional pressures. Also, this paper defends that organizational responses are not only influenced by institutional forces and internal characteristics—such ownership, governance, structure, resources, position on the field and identity (Greenwood et al. 2011)—but also by feedback loops triggered when organizations respond to each other responses. This paper answers the call to study not only the effect of feedback loops on field structures but also the bridges between intra and inter-organizational level of analysis (see Greenwood et al. 2011; Pache and Santos 2010).

This paper also contributes to a central debate on the institutional theory about isomorphic forces. Traditionally, the institutional theory has described the processes by which institutions shape organizations leading to practices homogeneity through isomorphic processes. Organizations comply with logics in the search for legitimacy, support, power, and resources from critical audiences. Therefore, they adapt to external institutional pressures what leads them to respond similarly (DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Friedland and Alford 1991; Greenwood et al. 2011; Meyer and Rowan 1977; Suddaby and Greenwood 2005). While in the short term, different levels of institutional pressure could lead to different practices for some time, in the long term isomorphic forces would result in common structures and practices inside the field. Therefore, emerging fields are often characterized by harsh contestation amongst logics, while mature fields are more likely to display stable priorities amongst logics (Greenwood et al. 2011). However, the results of this paper demonstrate that conflicts amongst logics might persist in mature fields. Further investigation needs to focus on whether the degree of field logics incompatibility influences competitive dynamics of the markets. This paper also answers the call to study institutional complexity in mature fields (Greenwood et al. 2011).
Finally, there are also practical implications for policymakers resulting from these contributions. As hybrid forms of organizing emerge and thrive, regulatory framings also start to appear to regulate such organizations. For example, as social enterprises start to emerge, some regulations also appeared providing them a special status in the law. Because such organizations address social problems and have different characteristics, they tend by law to benefit from some taxes exemption, which may lead to contestation from incumbent forms. For example, traditional organizations from the charity sector have publicly announced their opposition to social enterprises (Murray 2012). The same happens in the case of cooperatives, where commercial organizations also show their opposition to cooperatives because of the taxes reductions. Therefore, a more informed understanding of how the cohabitation of such organizations in the same markets unfolds in competitive terms could help policymakers to understand and interpret the field forces and thus assisting them to advise and implement proper regulations.

Market competitive dynamics does not occur in an institutional vacuum. They are shaped and guided by institutional tensions, both at intra and inter-organizational levels. This paper contributes to institutional theory, bridging institutional and market levels of analysis, and focusing on how the diversity of organizational responses to institutional pressures affect market competitive dynamic.
Chapter 4  Online Crowd Organizations: Towards a Definition

4.1  Introduction

Since the diffusion of crowdsourcing, crowdfunding, and the like, crowds have been attracting a growing attention in the technology and innovation management field. In many regards, the growing importance of crowds is due to their ability to create knowledge and stimulate innovation (Afuah and Tucci 2012; Brabham 2013; 2008; Howe 2006). However, in the crowdsourcing literature, the definition of the term crowd is rather ambiguous and often replaced by the term communities (Boudreau and Lakhani 2013). A deeper look at the literature reveals that crowds and communities are different types of collectives with specific characteristics. Brabham (2013) indeed pointed that crowdsourcing is “not just any instance of an online community” (p. 10). The lack of consensus on what crowd means leads to potential misunderstandings regarding crowd’s behavior, structure, and social impact (Wexler 2011). Since the characteristics and dynamics of these collectives profoundly affect the design of the digital platforms that accommodate them, understanding their nature is, thus, determinant for the success of these initiatives. Therefore, there is a need for a systematic understanding of the differences amongst online collectives, and on how they create knowledge. In this paper, we address this discussion, focusing on two central questions: What is a crowd and how is it different from a community? How can firms organize crowds for innovation?

Our investigation starts with a literature review of social psychology and crowdsourcing to understand what are the enduring characteristics of online crowds. Accordingly, we define crowds as a large gathering of heterogeneous and serial individuals (interchangeable and

---

22 Boudreau and Lakhani (2013) defend that “crowds are energized by intrinsic motivations, such as the desire to learn or to burnish one’s reputation in a community of peers” (p. 6). Specifically, in this case, crowds’ members are anonymous, and mechanisms such as reputation are not employed (Viscusi and Tucci 2015). To “gain” reputation individuals need to recognize each other. Therefore, anonymity is incompatible with reputation mechanisms.
anonymous) with a common goal. Crowds can achieve high or even unlimited growth rates; however, they can also dissipate quickly as soon as the crowd attains the goal (Viscusi and Tucci 2015; Lang and Lang 1968; Canetti 1962). Such characteristics lead to emergent norms that rise from interactive processes without any prior coordination and pre-planning (Le Bon 1896; Canetti 1962; Lang and Lang 1968; Marshall 1998). Building on these differentiating characteristics, we define crowd organizations as made up of loosely-coupled, serial, and equally aligned agents that achieve their goals through emergent norms, enacting generativity, the capacity for spontaneous innovation.

In this chapter, we also propose that firms that want to access crowds’ knowledge can apply different modes of governance. Such modes range from centralized where a firm “controls” the crowd, to decentralized where the firm has little control over the crowd. The governance mode adopted will directly impact the crowd’s capacity for spontaneous innovation. We illustrate this trade-off through a knowledge generativity frontier, which is a graphical representation of the maximum output regarding knowledge generativity for each governance mode. Then, we identify three main types of online crowd organizations based on their degree of governance centralization and knowledge generativity, namely crowd-driven, crowd-based, and crowded organizations. From a managerial point of view, this framework enhances our understanding of how firms can strategically access the knowledge of crowds for innovation. Finally, we also discuss the implications of misunderstanding the type of crowd organization that the firm aims to activate, and the impact on explorative/exploitative innovation outputs.

4.2 Theoretical Background

4.2.1 Physical and online crowds

Le Bon (1896), the father of social psychology, defines crowds as a gathering of individuals of whatever nationality, profession, or gender, and whatever conditions that brought them together. Later on, Lang and Lang (1968) describe such collectives as an assembly of people at one place, and more recently, Marshall (1998) as a large gathering of people nearby, with a common concern. In the last two definitions it is implied that the authors associate crowds to physical proximity, however, it is worth to notice that Le Bon (1896), on his first definition already decouple the concept of the crowd from its physical presence. He argues that such collectives may exist without the simultaneous physical presence of individuals; isolated individuals might also acquire, under certain conditions, the status of a crowd. Imagine an unusual event in a public place that attracts a large number of curious lookers that want to
understand what is going on. Their physical convergence in a place, motivated by the unusual incident, constitutes a crowd (Lang and Lang 1968). How is this different from the situation where an online press article or video calls people attention, impelling them to visit the website to read it or watch it? In both circumstances, people were attracted by an event, randomly interacting and talking to each other on the spot, or commenting and replying to each other in an online platform. Physically or virtually such gathering of people attain the dimension of a crowd. Such premises holds not only for more primitive crowds, as the ones described above, but also for more “organized” ones, where individuals intend to achieve some goal through collective behavior.

More recently, with the advent of the Internet, the term crowd is often associated with online environments and crowdsourcing activities. In the crowdsourcing literature, crowds constitute the: “the act of sourcing a task to a ‘crowd,’ rather than to a designated ‘agent,’ such as a contractor, in the form of an open call” (Afuah and Tucci 2012 p. 365). The crowds encompass more or less heterogeneous individuals located in the whole world, a country, a club, across different firms’ facilities, and so on (Afuah and Tucci 2012; Estélles-Arolas and Ladron-de-Guevara 2012). Regarding crowd rationality, crowdsourcing research aligns with the views of Berk (1974), Couch (1968), and Turner and Killian (1987), characterizing crowds as rational, potentially problem solvers, idea generators, future trendspotters (Wexler 2011), or even “wise” (Surowiecki 2004). However, in the crowdsourcing literature, the term crowd is defined in a rather ambiguous manner, without questioning its characteristics and dynamics (Brabham 2013; Wexler 2011). In this paper, we will follow Le Bon (1896) conceptualization of virtual crowds, which we will call online crowds, exploring the characteristics and dynamics of physical crowds, and discussing how such features extends to online crowds.

23 We are assuming that website design and function can support visitors’ comments and answers.
4.2.2 Online crowds’ characteristics

A crowd is a large gathering of heterogeneous individuals with a shared concern (Le Bon 1896; Lang and Lang 1968; Marshall 1988). The interplay of such characteristics leads to particular dynamics that differentiate crowds from other types of collectives as communities (see Viscusi and Tucci 2015). In the following paragraphs, we will expand crowds’ characteristics regarding orientation, membership, growth rates, and norms (see Viscusi and Tucci 2015).24

As a large agglomerate of heterogeneous people, crowd members preserve the seriality characteristic, which means that they are anonymous and interchangeable, meaning that their order of participation is irrelevant (Sartre 1960; Viscusi and Tucci 2015). Even in the situation where individuals can “see” each other, if they are part of a physical crowd for example, due to the large numbers, individuals are not able to retain information about “who” are the other members of the crowd, not even about a small fraction of the crowd. Therefore, even if crowd members can “see” each other, they will still “feel” anonymous. Online environments preserve anonymity and interchangeability since people are not physically together and Internet alias can further protect their identity.25 Therefore, online crowds’ members are heterogeneous and serial—interchangeable and anonymous.

Crowd members share a common concern (Marshall, 1988) that range from a particular task to a shared purpose. Take, for example, the phenomenon around Pokémon GO, a location-based augmented reality game, which attracted a crowd to streets to catch virtual pokémons. In this case, the goal of the crowd was individualistic and particular. Contemplate also the example of the pro-democracy protests in Tunisia back in 2011, where protesters used social media to attract the attention of hundreds of thousands of people against the government. The tweets about the protests jumped from 2,300 to 230,000 per day before Mubarak—Egypt’s president at that time—stepped down on February 11. Eventually, on January 2011 hundreds of thousands of people came to streets to protest forming a physical crowd, however, before that, the crowd was already growing and interacting online expressing its pro-democratic purposes (Shearlaw 2016). Such goals may range from particular tasks to high-level purposes are what ultimately ties crowd members’ to each other. Therefore, online crowds are goal

---

24 Viscusi and Tucci (2015) describe crowds across the following dimensions: growth rate and its attractiveness to the members; equality among members; density within provisional boundaries; goal orientation; and seriality of the interactions.

25 Alias are profiles that people create to socialize and navigate on the Internet. Internet alias can be stable through time and used to identify a person. They can also be used abusively.
oriented, meaning that as soon as they attain the goal, whether individualistic or collectively, the crowd dissipates (Viscusi and Tucci 2015; Lang and Lang 1968; Canetti 1962).

Unlimited growth rates also characterize crowds. Crowds gather in public either physical or virtual domains. Hypothetically, any individual that share the same goal or purpose can join the crowd. The fact that there are no norms that define who should be a member of the crowd, the barriers to entry are low. Individuals can, therefore, easily join the crowd or withdraw. Such dynamics explain why crowds can easily grow large or dissipate fast. At the limit, individuals that are part of the crowd may never have a clear idea of the size it may attain (Canetti, 1962). Recurring again to the 2011 pro-democracy protests in Tunisia, the crowd growth from 2,300 to 230,000 per day, after the end of the protest when Mubarak resigned on February 11, the tweets dropped drastically (Shearlaw 2016). This example shows how online crowds can achieve high or even unlimited growth rates, and how they also dissipate quickly.

Together such dimensions contribute to the last crowds’ attribute, which is emergent norms. Crowd’ norms “emerge” from the interactions of a large gathering of people that aims at alleviating or solving a mutual concern under undefined or unstructured conditions—collective behavior (see also Blumer 1951; Lang and Lang 1968; Marx and McAdam 1994). Turner and Killian’s (1987) theory proposes that in the absence of suitable social norms, crowds develop non-traditional behavior, which leads to the appearance of new norms through collective behavior without prior coordination and pre-planning. These norms are not strict rules; rather, they constitute a framework that set limits on what is appropriate, specifically what are the goals and the means to achieve them (Turner and Killian 1987, p. 9-11). For example, take a student crowd protesting a rise in university tuition either physically or online. Such crowd does not display a formal organization or established norms to indicate who are the members, what are goals to attain, and what are the means to achieve such goals; there is only a shared purpose of protesting against university tuition increase. Anyone can be eligible as far as one share the same concern and self-select to participate. Such norms—framework that set limits on what are appropriate goals and means—will emerge as the crowd members interact, they cannot be known beforehand (Marx and McAdam 1994). Throughout this paper, we will build on this emergent character of crowds, which means that in crowds, norms arise from collective behavior processes without any prior coordination and pre-planning.

In summary, an online crowd is a large gathering of heterogeneous and serial individuals (interchangeable and anonymous) with a common goal. Such collectives can achieve high or even unlimited growth rates. However, it can dissipate fast as soon as members attain their
goal. Such characteristics lead to emergent norms, which means that norms arise from interactive processes of a vast number of heterogeneous and serial individuals without any prior coordination and pre-planning (Le Bon 1896; Canetti 1962; Lang and Lang 1968; Marshall 1998; Viscusi and Tucci 2015).

4.2.3 Crowds and communities

The terms crowds and communities have been used interchangeably both in crowdsourcing and open-source communities literature (Brabham 2013). However, community and crowd are not the same, presenting distinct characteristics. In the following paragraphs, we will delineate the differences between these collectives across the dimensions: membership, orientation, growth rates, and norms.

Communities are a collective of individuals that share the mutual acknowledgment that they are undertaking a joint project or action, thus all sharing the same goals (Young 1994). The sense of belonging, density of interpersonal ties, intimacy, and homogeneity characterize communities (see also Adler 2015; Clark 1973; Hillery 1955; Wellman 1979).

In communities, members preserve stable identities, meaning that people can recognize each other. Even in online environments, where individuals can use an alias, such profiles are often stable, meaning that other community members can recognize them. For example, in the online game community Star Wars Galaxies, an online multiplayer game, players can recognize each other inside the community, building a reputation around their alias. Players could even chat with each other, encountering the same players over and over again, “fighting wars together,” and indeed building a relationship (in this case they call it avatar) (Kirdahy-scalia 2005). Since people at communities share homogeneous norms, values, beliefs, and codes, (Adler 2015; Young 1994), they tend to be more homogeneous than in crowds, where members only share a goal. In the case of the Star Wars Galaxies online game community, the participants are Star Wars fans with in-depth knowledge about this “universe,” being in this sense homogeneous. Also, the goal of community members is not only to achieve an end itself but also nurture the interpersonal ties and intimacy, in this sense the community is value-oriented instead of goal-oriented (Viscusi and Tucci 2015).

Online communities’ growth rates are more limited when compared to crowds. This feature is a natural consequence of the characteristics already above stated. In communities, there are shared norms, values, and beliefs enforced by peer mechanisms of reputation and affiliation, with a subsequent set of sanctions of disapproval and exclusion (Adler 2015). If an individual desires to join a community, he/she needs to share the same values and beliefs. The example
of Linux, an operating system developed by an open source community, illustrates well such characteristics. In the Linux community, voluntary developers share a common programming language and also the belief that software should be freely available to all (see Lee and Cole 2003). All these dimensions increase the barriers to entry in a community what leads to more limited growth rates when compared to crowds.

Communities’ norms are also less emergent than the ones of crowds. The latter tend to present more stable and defined norms, regarding goals and means to achieve such goals. Communities’ shared values and beliefs, membership homogeneity and stable identities lead to enforcement mechanisms as reputation and affiliation (Adler 2015; Viscusi and Tucci 2015). Consequently, community norms are more stable and defined and the outcomes of members’ interactions more predictable compared to crowd’ ones.

Crowds and community’s present different characteristics and dynamics, this profoundly influences the way such collectives behave and are organized to create knowledge (see Table 4:1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Online Crowds</th>
<th>Online Community</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Membership</td>
<td>Heterogeneous &amp; serial</td>
<td>Homogeneous &amp; stable identities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation</td>
<td>Goal orientation</td>
<td>Value orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth rates</td>
<td>Medium to unlimited growth</td>
<td>Limited growth rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norms</td>
<td>Emergent</td>
<td>More rigid and pre-established</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4:1 Online Crowds and Online Communities

4.2.4 Crowds’ typology

Although different authors and schools of thought have developed different crowds’ typologies, in this paper, we will follow mainly Canetti (1962) as well as the adaptation of his perspective to crowdsourcing by Viscusi and Tucci (2015), focusing on the concepts of closed and open crowds. We also consider Marshall’s (1998) view on focused crowds, where members have a goal in common, as opposed to diffused ones, which are more dispersed and uncertain. We will also build on social psychology and crowdsourcing literature (Afuah and Tucci 2012; Le Bon 1896; Brabham 2013; Howe 2008; Lang and Lang 1968; Marx and McAdam 1994). In the following paragraphs, we define closed and open crowds regarding their membership, orientation, growth rates, and norms (Canetti 1962; Lang and Lang 1968; Viscusi and Tucci 2015).
Closed crowds. The individuals who make up these collectives have in common a specific goal to achieve (Canetti 1962; Viscusi and Tucci 2015). This goal is specific in the sense that it represents a specific task that the crowd needs to perform. Since members do not share anything else but the common specific task, as soon as the members perform the task, the crowd dissipates (Viscusi and Tucci 2015). Thus, closed crowds have simultaneously an instrumental and individualistic nature (Lang and Lang 1968; Marshall 1998) in the sense that members perform the same specific task, but individually. Since members self-select themselves to participate in crowds accordingly with their alignment with the crowd’s goal, the higher the specificity of the task, the lower is the number of self-selected members who self-select themselves to perform the task, and, therefore, the lower is their heterogeneity. In this sense, closed crowds exhibit medium growth rates, experiencing some sense of boundaries. Its size and individualistic nature limit the interactions amongst members, what consequently will constrain norms emergence.

In the crowdsourcing literature, this is the type of crowd associated with “tournament-based-crowdsourcing,” in which each works in isolation to perform a task and in the end, the highest performer wins. In this situation, the crowd needs to be big enough that some individuals, at least one, know how to solve the problem/task (Afuah and Tucci 2012). Consequently, the relevant unit for a closed crowd is the individual and his/her individuality; this type of collective exploits individual differences instead of similarities (Lang and Lang 1968). Also, members preserve their seriality, which means that they are interchangeable: their order or participation is irrelevant and anonymous about each other (Sartre 1960; Viscusi and Tucci 2015). However, since their characteristics are salient, if needed, the external agent can access their identity, for example in case they are the winners. Therefore, closed crowd agents are serial, but their individuality is salient.

Open crowds. The individuals that make up an open crowd have in common a goal that is broader and more dynamic. Such goals comprise some sense of high-level moral purpose. These collectives achieve their goals by collectively imposing a direction aligned towards such ends (see Marshall 1998). Since the goals of an open crowd are broader in nature, the number of self-selected members that adhere to it is higher, as well as their heterogeneity. Accordingly, unlimited growth rates and high membership heterogeneity characterized this type of crowds. At the limit, the open crowd may not have a clear idea of the size it may attain (Canetti 1962).

Open crowds constitute a superior state of crowd behavior. First, seriality disinhibits members’ behavior, what allows them to express unconventional ideas (Lang and Lang 1968;
Marx and McAdam (1994). Second, as the crowd grows, the interactions of thousands of heterogeneous individuals cannot be predicted in advance. Therefore, norms are highly emergent (Marx and McAdam 1994).

This type of crowd is the limit case of collaborative crowdsourcing (see Afuah and Tucci 2012), where crowds through individuals collaboration achieve a goal. The output might constantly change; still, it constitutes a whole at each point in time. Consequently, individual differences vanish, and members truly preserve their seriality quality (anonymity and interchangeability).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Closed crowd</th>
<th>Open crowd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Membership</td>
<td>Lower heterogeneity, Serial, but individualities are salient</td>
<td>Higher heterogeneity, Seriality, individualities are irrelevant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation</td>
<td>Specific task</td>
<td>High-level purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth rates</td>
<td>Medium growth</td>
<td>Unlimited growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norms</td>
<td>Lower emergence</td>
<td>Higher emergence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2 Online Crowds’ Typology

4.3 Online Crowd Organizations

In the above section, we define crowds as a large gathering of heterogeneous and serial individuals (interchangeable and anonymous) with a common goal. We also listed other features such as goal orientation, medium to unlimited growth rates, and emergent norms. Understanding the characteristics of this type of collectives is essential to discuss the mechanisms to govern them. In this section, we will conceptually move from “the crowd”—collective of individuals with specific characteristics and dynamics—, to “the crowd organization,” discussing the governance mechanisms required to access crowd’s knowledge for economic or social goals (see Puranam, Alexy, and Reitzig, 2014). We, therefore, argue that crowd’s specific characteristics and dynamics influence the governance mode applied for knowledge creation. To start with, we will discuss whether crowds are eligible as an organizational form.

When examined from the outside, crowds may not exhibit any sense of order. However, this first impression might be misleading. For example, Marx and McAdam (1994) propose that such collectives show some degree of structure and patterning, even when set up for a short duration. The authors go further, arguing that crowds present some degree and type of organization; the difference is that the norms that ultimately provide a sense of organization emerge on the spot rather than being defined in advance. Similarly, Turner and Killian (1987)
argue that collective behavior allows for “emergent” norms and organizations that often deviate from societies’. Also, Couch (1968) considers crowds as organized social systems, pointing out the specific way that participants produce instances of coordinated behavior. The point that we would like to make here is that the use of such terminology associated with crowds is not accidental and that there is space to explore the “co-evolution” of organizations and crowds. A further look at the literature on organizational forms will develop this argument further.

The organizational forms school of thought, recently revisited by Puranam, Alexy, and Reitzig (2014), points out that an organization is a bounded multi-agent system with a goal, towards which agents contribute. The above-described crowds share in some extent these characteristics. First, online crowds result from a gathering of heterogeneous and serial individuals (Afuah and Tucci 2012; Le Bon 1896) with a common goal; yet, it is irrelevant whether the goal is narrow or broader in nature, or whether members achieved it collaboratively or individually. Second, online crowds’ boundaries may grow at lower or higher rates; it is worth noting that however the fact that the boundaries constantly change (Canetti 1962), does not mean that one cannot recognize such borders at each point in time. Finally, online crowds, even in “apparent unstructured” or emergent way (Marx and McAdam 1994; Turner and Killian 1987), are nonetheless able to exert some coordination. Collective behavior and emergent norms that raise as members interact without prior coordination and pre-planning nevertheless allow the crowd to pursue its goals (Marx and McAdam 1994).

What we are challenging here is whether the nature of the goals, the stability of the boundaries, and the timing of the norms, are defining factors of what constitutes an organization form or not, or, whether we can we instead conceive organizations with more dynamic and emergent edgings. Assuming that crowds present the characteristics to be eligible as an organization, we will discuss the enduring and differentiating features of crowds.

### 4.3.1 Online crowd organizations membership

One of the key characteristics that differentiate online crowd organizations from other formal or online types, as communities, is the fact that their agents are heterogeneous and serial (Viscusi and Tucci 2015). Since members are anonymous and interchangeable, meaning that there is no differentiation, stratification, or hierarchy amongst them, crowd’s agents display all the same role. Therefore, they are equally aligned. Such characteristics will have profound implications for crowds’ governance.
In bureaucratic forms, authority allows task division, allocation, and coordination (Gulati, Puranam, and Tushman 2012). In communities, members are voluntary and autonomous; however, mechanisms such as reputation and affiliation (based on stable identities), and stratified access (based on differentiated roles) function as alternatives to formal authority (see Adler, Kwon, and Heckscher 2008; Gulati, Puranam, and Tushman 2012). For example, in Linux, there are differentiated roles, such as “core” and “periphery” members, where the latter group encompasses two further categories titled “development” and “bug reporting” teams (see Lee and Cole 2003). Community members self-select themselves to perform “peripheral” activities, and if they contribute enough, they might assume a “core” role. Communities’ features such as reputation, affiliation, and stratified roles facilitate task division, allocation, and coordination (Dahlander and Frederiksen 2012; Lee and Cole 2003; Viscusi and Tucci 2015). Without such mechanisms, risks of misbehavior and undesirable contributions, as well as organizational ambiguity and uncertainty are higher.

Crowd agents are autonomous, and they voluntarily self-selected to pursue a goal. The voluntary nature of this relationship leaves external agents or firms without any formal or informal authority over crowds’ members. The literature on digital technologies has already built on the idea of generating knowledge through the coordination of autonomous agents, using the concept of “loosely coupled” agents (Yoo, Henfridsson, and Lyytinen 2010; Yoo 2013; Zittrain 2006). Loose coupling refers to events that are responsive but still preserve their separateness. Weick popularized loosely coupled systems (Glassman 1973; March and Olsen 1975, 1976; Orton and Weick 1990; Weick 1976). Organizations may appear loosely coupled when they are composed of autonomous elements that are often responsive to one another, rather than hierarchically controlled. These features tend to raise ambiguity and uncertainty to a larger degree than in traditional organizations, due to the absence of contracts, controls, and hierarchies. This literature highlights the need for considering loosely coupled systems from a dynamic perspective, focusing on structures “as something that organizations do, rather than merely as something they have” (p.218). This idea resembles the concept of crowds’ emergent norms that arise as individuals interact over time, rather than being something defined beforehand (Marx and McAdam 1994). Taking these issues into account, we argue that loose coupling includes the list of the main properties of online crowd organizations.

4.3.2 Online crowd organizations emergent norms

Collective behavior is a process that evolves from the interaction of a large gathering of people that aims at alleviating or solving a shared concern under undefined or unstructured
Collective behavior arises in the absence of pre-established norms, as hundreds of participants interact new norms “emerge” without prior coordination and pre-planning (see Le Bon 1896; Lang and Lang 1968; Marx and McAdam 1994; Turner and Killian 1987).

Collective behavior and consequently emergent norms are more likely to arise in contexts evolving crowds, than in the contexts of bureaucracies or communities. Bureaucracies display systems for effort division, integration, and coordination based on authority, hierarchy, and directives, leaving little space for collective behavior. Additionally, in bureaucracies, individuals have differentiated roles and stable identities—opposing seriality and equality—, which are natural inhibitors of collective behavior (Marx and McAdam 1994). Communities also present more stable and defined norms when compared to crowds. Communities’ shared values and beliefs, membership homogeneity, and stable identities lead to enforcement mechanisms as reputation and affiliation (Adler 2015; Viscusi and Tucci 2015).

4.3.3 Online crowd organizations output

Le Bon (1896) in his conceptualization of organized crowd or psychological crowd explained that when inserted in a context where individuals feel anonymous and protected by the size and power of the crowd, they are triggered to behave in a way that they would never do otherwise. This dynamic explains why individuals, when part of a crowd, perform both extremely destructive and heroic acts (see also Marx and McAdam 1994). Lang and Lang (1968) also defend that covered by the crowd, individuals experience greater subjective freedom or compulsion to express unconventional ideas, deviating from social standards. Also, Marx and McAdam (1994) that the output of thousands of interactions amongst heterogeneous individuals interacting cannot be known in advance. This line of argumentation shows that not only the crowd’s norms “emerge” without prior coordination and pre-planning, but also it is also hard to predict in advance crowds’ output.

The literature on digital technologies already build on the idea of generating knowledge thought the coordination of “loosely coupled” agents, relating that to the concept of generativity (Yoo, Henfridsson, and Lyytinen 2010; Yoo 2013; Zittrain 2006). Generativity refers to the “technology overall capacity to produce unprompted change driven by large, varied, and uncoordinated audiences” (Zittrain 2006, p. 1980). In this context, we defend that it is hard to detach the capacity of the technology from the capacity of the audience that uses it; both are unequivocally and intrinsically related. Therefore, generativity, which means the emergence of knowledge flows that may evolve in unexpected directions without pre-
planning (Yoo 2013; Zittrain 2006), in other words, the capacity for spontaneous innovation, is therefore also a characteristic of online crowd organizations.

Crowd’s members features—loosely coupled, serial and equally aligned—in conjugation with the means—collective behavior, which leads to emergent norms—are natural boosters for generativity. First, seriality eliminates the social and formal pressures to behave accordingly to what is socially accepted. In other words, crowd agents do not feel the pressure to be socially accepted since they are autonomous; thus, they feel more disinhibit to express unconventional ideas (Lang and Lang 1968; Marx and McAdam 1994). Second, equality among members leads to roles harmonization, as opposed to stratified ones and hierarchies, observed respectively in online communities and firms (see Gulati, Puranam, and Tushman 2012). Equality reduces barriers to entry, what allows online crowd organizations to attract higher growth rates and heterogeneity amongst members. These factors together contribute to the increase of quantity and diversity of contributions and therefore reinforce the knowledge generativity capacity of online crowd organizations.

At this point, we can define crowd organization as made up by loosely-coupled, serial, and equally aligned agents that achieve their goals through emergent norms, enacting generativity (capacity for spontaneous innovation).

While in the previous sections, the goal was to understand the characteristics of crowds and the dynamics of online crowd organizations, now the goal is to provide guidelines to create and govern such organizations. In the following sections, we develop online crowd organizations governance and knowledge creation modes.

4.3.4 Online crowd organizations governance mode and generativity

Following Marx and McAdam (1994), we conceive that crowds present different types and degree of organization, we will explore such variance. The governance mode applied to crowd organizations will shape the crowd features regarding orientation, membership, growth rates, and norms, and consequently its outputs regarding of knowledge generativity. In this section, we discuss how different governance modes, that range from centralized and decentralized, affect crowds’ knowledge generativity—quantity and diversity of output.

**Centralized governance modes.** In centralized governance modes, an external agent, which is usually a firm, asks the crowd to perform a task through an open call. In this case, the external agent/firm is in charge of the effort division, integration, and coordination. More specifically, is the external agent that creates the task, which tends to be very specific, coordinates the agents and controls the process (see Afuah and Tucci 2012). It is important to highlight that
the external agent still has any formal or informal authority over crowd agents since they preserve their autonomy, separateness, and loosely-coupled nature (Orton and Weick 1990; Weick 1976). Therefore, only voluntary self-selection mechanisms allow for task allocation.

Online crowd organizations that adopt more centralized governance, where an external agent controls the process and defines the task, tend to present lower knowledge generativity. Centralized modes lead to the creation of closed crowds characterized by lower membership heterogeneity, medium growth rates, and lower norms emergence (See Table 4:2). Such crowds tend to be individualistic in the sense that members perform the same specific task, but individually (Lang and Lang 1968; Marshall 1998). The output of such crowds results from the aggregation of the individual contributions. This governance mode is typically applied to “tournament-based crowdsourcing,” for example (Afuah and Tucci 2012; Brabham 2013). The diversity of such contributions will depend directly on the heterogeneity of the members that the crowd can attract. If the task is too specific, the likelihood to attract a large group of people is lower; therefore lower is also the prospect to attract heterogeneous members. This will impact the quantity and diversity of the output. Also, if we consider that emergent norms and generativity tend to arise in contexts where a large collective of heterogeneous individuals interact to solve a common concern, the elimination of interactions amongst members will inevitably lead to lower norms emergence and, therefore, to lower knowledge generativity. Such governance modes have the pluses of controlling misbehaviors and uncertainty since boundaries and growth rates are more stable and controlled; however, it results in a lower quantity and diversity of contributions, and therefore limited generativity.

Decentralized governance modes. In decentralized governance modes, the individuals that make up the crowd are the ones in charge of effort division, integration, and coordination. In this case, the crowd through collaborative and interactive processes is the one providing goals and the means. The crowd is the one creating the tasks, self-selecting to perform the tasks, and also controlling this process through, peer-control mechanisms. The stimulus is rather internal than external, contrarily to the case of more centralized governance modes. Still, crowd members themselves have no formal or informal authority over each other, due to their loosely coupled nature (Orton and Weick 1990; Weick 1976). Decentralized governance modes are usually associated to “collaboration-based crowdsourcing” (Afuah and Tucci 2012; Brabham 2013) and are likely to originate open crowds (Canetti 1962; Viscusi and Tucci 2015).

Contrarily to centralized governance modes, decentralized ones lead to higher generativity (Eaton et al. 2015; Zittrain 2008). This governance mode creates open crowds, which present
higher heterogeneity of members, unlimited growth rates, and higher norms emergence. Furthermore, decentralized governance modes allow for crowds agents to interact, exchange knowledge, and collaboratively build on each other knowledge. Such characteristics lead to a higher quantity and broad diversity of contributions, and thus higher generativity (Aaltonen and Seiler 2015). In truly decentralized governance modes, the generativity of the crowd is, on the limit, only bounded by the information capacity of the digital platforms where the crowd is based. Open crowds entail the benefits of attracting large aggregations of heterogeneous members, what consequently leads to emergent norms and generativity, however, the risk of misbehavior and organizational uncertainty are higher as the crowd grows.

There is an inherent trade-off between the degree of governance centralization and knowledge generativity. The higher the level of governance centralization, the lower the knowledge generativity of the crowd. More can only be achieved at the expense of governance decentralization. This trade-off leads to what we call the knowledge generativity frontier, which is a graphical representation of the maximum possible knowledge generativity output for each governance level (see Figure 4:1). Any point beneath the curve indicates inefficiency; any point beyond the curve indicates impossibility. In the next section, we will exemplify three different organizations along the frontier, providing guidelines to guide organizations to achieve the maximum potential of knowledge generativity for various levels of governance centralization/decentralization.

![Figure 4:1 Knowledge generativity frontier](image-url)
4.4 The framework: online crowd organizations typology

To access crowds’ knowledge, firms or other interested agents need to aligned governance modes to the expected level of knowledge generativity. As explained, it is not possible to fully control a crowd through highly centralized governance modes and simultaneously obtain generative knowledge as output. In crowd organizations, there is an inherent trade-off between governance centralization and knowledge generativity. To exemplify that, we have selected three main types of online crowd organizations: one highly centralized called crowd-driven organizations, one highly decentralized named crowded organizations, and one in between with a medium decentralizations titled crowd-based organizations (See Figure 4:2).

We assume that the governance mode is a continuum that ranges from decentralization to centralization, however for the sake of simplicity we will concentrate on these representative types to provide guidelines and techniques to ensure that external agents of firms that engage aim at governing such organizations maximize their potential.

In crowd-driven organizations, an external agent/firm asks the crowd to performs a particular task or innovation activity, controlling the effort division, integration, and coordination. In this regard, the external agent/firm open a call, defining the task to be completed, coordinating the agents, and controlling the process (see Afuah and Tucci 2012). Such governance modes tend to create close crowds, characterized by lower membership heterogeneity, medium growth rates, and lower norms emergence (See Table 4:2). While on one side, the external agent/firm “controls” and guides the crowd in a particular direction by
providing the norms (goals and means); on the other side, crowds’ output, under such governance mode, are less generative.

Such crowd organizations are appropriate to solve well-understood problems, or to improve existing products or services. Centralized governance modes are adequate when external agents/firms are looking for innovative solutions to highly defined tasks. The solution of the problem does not require itself the creation of new knowledge, but instead the application of existing knowledge from distant knowledge fields (see Afuah and Tucci 2012). Such organizational form, when complemented with analytics and data science tools, might help the focal agent/firm to map the knowledge existing beyond its boundaries. An example of crowd-driven organizations is the platform Innocentive, which is an innovation intermediary used by companies to solve highly defined technical problems via tournament-based crowdsourcing (see Viscusi and Tucci 2015).

In crowd-based organizations, an external agent/firm and members of the crowd share effort division, integration, and coordination activities in a semi-decentralized fashion. In this case, the external agent/firm accesses the crowd’s knowledge to solve an ill-defined problem, providing vague norms about the goals and the means to achieve such goals. In crowd-based organizations, there is a mix of external and peer-control coordination and control mechanisms. Norm’s definition (goals and means to achieve such goals) is partially achieved by the external agent, and partially emergent from crowd interactive processes. Such governance modes tend to create crowds that present higher heterogeneity, growth rates, and norms emergence than closed crowds presenting, therefore, higher levels of knowledge generativity. However, while on one side, such crowd organizations allow for higher levels of knowledge generativity than the ones of crowd-driven organizations; on the other side, such type of crowd organization is harder to control since the knowledge generated may evolve in directions different from the ones ambitions by the external agent/firm.

This type of organization is more suitable for firms that have an open-ended problem—not very well defined—and that would like to explore the generativity potential of the crowd without losing control over it. Under such governance mode, the crowd contributes both to the problem definition, and also to solutions provision. Examples of such organization could be Wiki-like organizations (e.g., Wikipedia26) where the founding team and the members share contributions’ control mechanisms.

26 Researchers often refer to Wikipedia as a “community,” and indeed it may have evolved into something more like a community form, displaying stable identities and stratified access; however, in the beginning, Wikipedia was characterized by equality and seriality.
Crowded organizations constitute the limit case of decentralized governance form, and therefore of knowledge generativity. In such organization, the crowd is in charge of effort division, integration, and coordination. Through collective interactive processes, the crowd provides goals and means. The crowd members create the tasks, self-select to perform such tasks, and also control this process through peer-control mechanisms. Such organizations lead to the creation of open crowds that present high membership heterogeneity, unlimited growth rates, higher norms emergence, and therefore higher knowledge generativity. While on one side, crowded organizations show the potential for high knowledge generativity and spontaneous innovation; on the other side, such organizations may evolve towards unpredictable directions that fall outside the goals of the agent that aims at accessing their knowledge. In highly decentralized governance modes, the generativity of the crowd is, on the limit, only bounded by the information capacity of the digital platforms where the crowd is based.

This organization type is useful for exploration of little-understood problems. Firms might use it for searching new consumer trends, emerging disruptive changes, and highly creative new products/services. To fully explore the potential of this crowds not only peer voting mechanisms and gamification tools are needed, to select the best contributions, but also advanced data science tools. The One Billion Minds platform, to some degree, is indeed managed as a crowded organization. This platform attracts members who aim at creating or participating in high-impact social projects. The way that the members will be involved or the content of the project emerges from crowd agents’ interactive process. The output corresponds to a wide range of ideas, including very creative ones, that under external control mechanisms may never arise (see Viscusi and Tucci 2015).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Online crowd</th>
<th>“Crowd-driven”</th>
<th>“Crowd-based”</th>
<th>“Crowded”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Governance mode</td>
<td>Closed crowd</td>
<td>Semi-decentralized</td>
<td>Decentralized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Generativity</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
<td>Medium generativity</td>
<td>High generativity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4:3 Online crowd organizations typology
In this paper, we argue that the crowd phenomenon goes beyond the crowdsourcing form and investigated how to organize crowds. We developed the idea that not all crowds, nor all forms of organizing crowds, are the same. In this sense, we have presented three main types of online crowd organizations:

- **Crowd-driven** (e.g., Innocentive client)
  - Useful for the exploitation of well-understood problems or improvements to known products, services, or issues
  - Useful for innovative solutions for highly defined tasks
  - Invest in analytics and data scientists
  - Firms that have an open-ended problem—not very well defined—and that would like to explore the creative potential of the crowd without losing control over it

- **Crowd-based** (e.g., Wikipedia)
  - The crowd itself helps not only with possible solutions but also contributes to defining the problem/direction itself

- **“Crowded”** (e.g., One Billion Minds)
  - Useful for exploration of little-understood problems
  - Searching for new consumer trends, emerging disruptive changes, and highly creative new products and/or services
  - To complement the exploration orientation, invest in crowd infrastructures such as peer voting and gamification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>When useful + techniques to complement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Crowd-driven (e.g., Innocentive client) | - Useful for the exploitation of well-understood problems or improvements to known products, services, or issues  
  - Useful for innovative solutions for highly defined tasks  
  - Invest in analytics and data scientists  
  - Firms that have an open-ended problem—not very well defined—and that would like to explore the creative potential of the crowd without losing control over it |
| Crowd-based (e.g., Wikipedia) | - The crowd itself helps not only with possible solutions but also contributes to defining the problem/direction itself |
| “Crowded” (e.g., One Billion Minds) | - Useful for exploration of little-understood problems  
  - Searching for new consumer trends, emerging disruptive changes, and highly creative new products and/or services  
  - To complement the exploration orientation, invest in crowd infrastructures such as peer voting and gamification |

Table 4:4 Online crowd organizations

### 4.5 Discussion and conclusions

In this paper, we argue that the crowd phenomenon goes beyond the crowdsourcing form and investigated how to organize crowds. We developed the idea that not all crowds, nor all forms of organizing crowds, are the same. In this sense, we have presented three main types of online crowd organizations: crowd-driven, crowd-based, and crowded organizations that exhibit variation regarding governance form and knowledge generativity.

The framework presented in this article has implications for the innovation and open innovation literature. Open innovation is “a distributed innovation process based on purposively managed knowledge flows across organizational boundaries, using pecuniary and non-pecuniary mechanisms in line with each organization’s business model” (Chesbrough and Bogers 2014, p.12). Thus, if exploiting crowds is a form of open innovation that brings external purposeful flows of information from outside the organization, what happens when the crowd is at the very heart of the organization (crowded organizations)? If the literature on open innovation defines the knowledge flows as purposeful, what is the potential of generative knowledge flows from crowded organizations? Is this leading to innovation, or simply to nonsensical uncoordinated ideas or inventions? The study of the limit case of online crowd organizations, named here as crowded organizations, may bring new insights on how to manage crowds, and maximize their benefits.

Moreover, we raise the question: can crowded organizations be manageable and controlled at all, at least through the lenses of managerial and organizational theories, as we know them?
These arguments are aligned with and extend state-of-the-art contributions considering the role of task decomposition and knowledge as well as problem-solving distributions shifting the locus of innovation outside the limits of the firms to, e.g., open communities (Lakhani et al. 2013). As pointed out by Benner and Tushman (2015), when managers are concerned with (1) high modularization of core tasks for a product and (2) the low cost of communication, they should supplement organizational models based on “cost minimization, local search, hierarchy, power, control of contingencies, and extrinsic motivation, with the logic of openness, sharing, choice, distant search, intrinsic motivation, and communities” (p. 507). However, communities may require different managerial approaches and skills for their creation, maintenance, and involvement compared with what we have called online crowd organizations: first, because of the goal orientation of the former; second, because the effects of generativity (the capacity for spontaneous crowd innovation) associated with the digitalization of products and services. The differences may become more significant for investment decisions for innovation goals targeted toward open models.

We can classify these goals as balancing exploration and exploitation as discussed by March (1991). Considering the impact on the exploitation of fast learning associated with a high degree of socialization of individuals to an organizational code and membership and the role of variability and turnover on exploration, one might argue that communities, crowd-driven, crowd-based, and crowded organizations each have a specific and idiosyncratic orientation to innovation goals. Due to the role of membership and adherence by individuals to an organizational code, often aligned with one of the firms nurturing them (e.g., Apple and its developer community), communities are, therefore, appropriate for exploitation of innovation with the consequent risk that rapid socialization and fast learning of the organizational code may reduce exploration, thus leading to consistent but redundant knowledge and a possible lock-in to current practices and ideas. In contrast, crowd-driven organizations do not require individuals in the crowd to adhere strictly to the organizational code, thus resulting in slower learning and socialization. Furthermore, crowds’ features encompass a high degree of variability related to the constant turnover of individuals participating in idea competitions or task-based activities. Due to the external control by the agent/firm, the exploration outcome is dependent on the level of socialization of the organizational code internal to the agent/firm itself, thus potentially being another form of exploitation.

Finally, crowded organizations potentially present the characteristics (slow learning, variability, and turnover) of a full exploration orientation. However, in this case, there may be the opposite problem of not having adequate exploitation capacity. If the contributions of the crowd exceed the ability of the firm to evaluate the outcomes (e.g., the BP oil spill, as
discussed by Alexy, Criscuolo, and Salter (2012), the perception the organization might have could be an “out of control” crowd: “There’s [sic] so many ideas you become numb to them” as a member of the US Coast Guard mentioned, speaking about the suggestions from BP’s crowd (Alexy, Criscuolo, and Salter 2012).

In all of the above cases, the risk for management is related to the cost of the misunderstanding the type of crowd-organization the firm actually is or aims to activate, with a consequent overvaluation or underestimation of the subject of investment: for example, a crowd-driven organization willing to focus more on exploration should invest in analytics (McAfee and Brynjolfsson 2012), data scientists (Davenport and Patil 2012) and information orientation (Marchand, Kettinger, and Rollins 2000) of employees and management, when internally lacking these capabilities (otherwise the outcomes of the investment is rather toward exploitation). Thus, managers may want to consider what we call crowd tuning in order to get the right “frequency” of the crowdedness of online crowd organizations; this also implies an understanding of what remains of the organization when the crowd is disconnected or not active in what remains of a crowd-based and crowded organization or else an autonomous entity as in the case of crowd-driven organizations (see Table 4:1).

The phenomenon under analysis is itself in constant change, and far from standardized. Agents and organizations are still experimenting and the landscape of crowd-organization still developing. Indeed, we believe that in the following years, other “crowd forms” will emerge, and some will disappear, and we may need some years until we reach stability. For this reason, we are aware that we may be incurring a risk of not being exhaustive in the dimensions proposed above. However, this should not prevent scholars from trying to understand crowds and similar emergent phenomena. Our goal is to inspire discussion and further research on the topic. Such attempts may lead not only to advance our understanding of crowd-specific phenomena but also to rethink organizational theories, as we know them.
Chapter 5   Conclusion

The contemporary organizational landscape comprises newer and complex organizations that challenge existing organizational theories (Greenwood and Miller 2010; Walsh, Meyer, and Schoonhoven 2006). Among these new forms, there are collective forms of organizing, which through crowds and communities undertake production or innovation activities (see Chiles, Meyer, and Hench 2004). This dissertation focuses on this organizational population, advancing our understanding of the way they create knowledge and compete.

This thesis set the ground to distinguish crowds and communities systematically and unequivocally. Essentially, it suggests that different types of collectives present different characteristics and dynamics, which will consequently affect organizational forms and knowledge creation modes. This argument goes further, suggesting that crowd organizations due to their emergent norms are indeed the only form able to generate spontaneous innovation when compared to community-based or bureaucratic organizations.

Regarding communities of production, this thesis focus on the way they compete and influence the competitive dynamics of the markets in which they operate. The results reveal that collective organizations that engage in production activities tend to experience tensions at the market strategy level due to their dual nature. However, they can still be fierce competitors, developing mechanisms to mimic purely commercially oriented organizations. Additionally, communities for production tend to display a distinct behavior towards the community that forms it (consumers or suppliers), what might increase market competition. Such organizations are also more likely to change “the market rules,” when established rules clash with the interests of the collective.

This dissertation opens new avenues for future research on collective forms of organizing. Future research could focus on the social, economic, and cultural conditions that lead to the emergence, establishment, and decline of collective organizations. Studies on the interface between human behavior and collective settings, and on how collective organizations behave are also needed to advance our knowledge in this nascent “field”—organized collective behavior. In the past, collective behavior lied within the boundaries of sociology; however,
when collectives have the means to engage in production and innovation activities, competing with formal organizations, they are, thus, on the radar of organizational theory.

This dissertation answers to the call to study new organizational forms, different from the ones of bureaucracies (Miller, Greenwood, and Prakash, 2009; Puranam et al., 2014), exploring the organizational diversity of contemporary societies. My goal is to inspire further research on the topic and to spark discussion towards an organizational theory more inclusive and transversal across both traditional and new forms of organizing.
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